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2005 WILL BE
well underway, and some of those new year's resolutions may already be history. We hope this issue will
help to renew your resolve with practical suggestions
from our expert faculty on topics ranging from finance and family to spiritual and physical fitness.
One resolve we continue to keep at this University
is the desire to bring our students together in a daily
period of worship. Thus chapel continues to stretch
and strengthen students and faculty in their walk with
God.
This commitment creates an impact, even upon our visitors. I recently received a letter from Richard J. Biederman, the grandfather of one of our graduates, Kerri Biederman Dutile, that illustrates this point. I would like to share
excerpts from this letter with you.
"Being invited by one's granddaughter to Spring Sing a few years back is
enough to get the blood moving- even in some of us old folks. So grandma
and I ventured off to Searcy one April, leaving cold New England behind us.
Little were we prepared for our reception as we parked our car at the Heritage. Strangers startled us from across the street saying 'hello'; they called us
'ma'am' and 'sir' and treated us like friends.
My 24 years in the Navy never included being stationed in the rural, deep
South, and so what a pleasure it was to be exposed to manners and grace. As
we moved about the campus it became obvious that our first impressions were
universal. From the student "mess half' (that got a laugh) to the Benson, we
were treated with kindness and respect.

WRITER

BY THE TIME YOU RECEIVE THIS MAGAZINE,

Hanging out with our granddaughter and her thenfiance, we went to a baseball game, Bobby's [Family
Restaurant], the Dixie Cafe and, of course, Spring Sing;
but nothing could top chapel. Four thousand voices
singing a capella in four-part harmony. I was so impressed that I had to find out how this happens. Was it
rehearsed? I asked a nice lady in the music department,
and she said it was merely a result of church kids from
many choirs being together in the Lord's house. To me
it sounded like all the choirs ofheaven combined.
Needless to say, later trips to Harding for football and graduation were designed to include as many days of chapel as possible."
What a blessing chapel continues to be!
While daily chapel may no longer be part of your life, may we all resolve to
grow closer to our Maker in 2005. God will bless and strengthen that resolve
as we press on toward the goal to win the prize for which God has called us
heavenward in Christ Jesus (Philippians 3:14). H
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Despite a we:~th~red appearance, once unlocked,
:~ n old trunk exposes preserved treasures. AlLhougll rusty from the wear and sttess of li~.
once unlocked, our resolve disclt.ses the potential
to improve our well-being. Photo by Jeff Montgomery.
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Around Campus
Keller chosen
Art Educator
of the Year
THE ARKANSAS ART EDUCATORS,
an affiliate of the National Art
Education Association (NAEA),
gave top
honor to Dr.
John Keller,
professor
and chair of
the Art and
Design Department,
Dr. John Keller
naming him
Art Educator of the Year for
2004-05.
The honor was presented
at the AAE Awards Luncheon
Nov. 5 in Little Rock. Keller
will be recognized by the
NAEA this spring at the national convention in Boston.
Keller, who has been a faculty member since 1978 and
department chair since 1999,
is active in both the state and
national art education associations, as well as on the White
County Arts Council. He is a
frequent presenter of research
and workshops at the local,
state, regional and national
level and has exhibited his
work around the state and region. He has served as treasurer of the AAE and currently
serves on the organization's
president's foundation board.
In a letter supporting
Keller's nomination, Bill
Long, division chair of English and fine arts at Arkansas
State University-Beebe, said,
"I have witnessed John's
growth first hand, and I know
of no other educator who
shows more care and concern
for his students or the teaching profession than he does."
The Arkansas Art Educators annually recognize art educators who demonstrate a
commitment and dedication
to their students, provide instruction in a creative and enthusiastic manner, and express

2
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a philosophy of art teaching
that pervades the classroom
and educational community.
The last art educator in
Searcy to receive this honor
was Elizabeth Mason, in 1981.
Mason was chair of the University's Art and Design Department from 1946-1978.

Retirement plan
for ministers
now available

THE UNIVERSITY AND TIAACREF Investment Co. are
working together to offer retirement planning services to
church of Christ ministers
and employees -an option
new to most church workers.
President David Burks
PRESIDENT GEORGE W. BUSH
spearheaded this program in
announced Dec. 3 his intenan effort to give qualified
tion to nominate Dr. James W. church employees retirement
Carr to a four-year term on the benefits similar to those of
National Security Education
University faculty and staff.
Board. Carr is executive vice
"During my 17 years as
president of the University.
president, I have dreamed of
The National Security Edu- Harding University serving
cation Board ministers and other church
consists of
employees by making a group
six cabinetretirement package available
level memto help ensure their future sebers and six
curity," Burks said. "Now,
appointees
with the help of a major fiof the presinancial provider, that dream
dent. The
is a reality."
Dr. James Carr
Senate must
Three plans became availconfirm all nominations.
able in January. The MinisterThe board was created in
ial Retirement Plan is
1991 with the adoption of the
designed for churches that
National Security Education
wish to contribute an amount
Act. The act also created the
equal to 3-10 percent of their
National Security Education
minister's salary toward reProgram and the National Se- tirement, without required
curity Education Trust Fund.
contribution by the minister.
The goal of the board is to
The Non-Ministerial Relead in developing a national
tirement Plan is similar to the
capacity to educate citizens in
MRP, except it includes emunderstanding foreign culployees who are not full-time
tures, strengthening U.S. eco- ministers, such as secretaries
nomic competitiveness, and
and custodians.
enhancing international coopThe Supplemental Retireeration and security.
ment Annuity allows all
Carr has been a member of church employees to conthe University's administratribute up to $13,000 per year
tive staff since 1987. He serves toward their own retirement.
as executive director of the
Andrew Baker, associate diAmerican Studies Institute.
rector for the Institute for
Prior to joining the Univer- Church & Family, said hunsity, he was an executive with
dreds of people have exthe American College Testing
pressed interest in the
Program, serving 11 years
program since its announcewith the organization.
ment to the public earlier this
Before joining ACT, Carr
fall. For more information,
was on the administration of
visit www.harding.edujicf or
Florida State University.
call (501) 279-4660.

Bush nominates
Carr for board

NEWS MAKERS
ACADEMIC TEAM

The University's Academic Team
competed Oct. 29 at the University
of Tulsa against Texas A&M University, the University of TexasAustin, the University of
Oklahoma, the University of Northwest Oklahoma, and the University
of Dallas. The team, who won first
place in the Division II category
and third place overall, is composed of David Ashley of Paron,
Ark.; Andrew Ferren of North Little Rock, Ark.; Brett Keller of
Searcy; Jason Loy of Hot Springs,
Ark.; Sarah Rummage of Antioch,
Tenn.; and Matt Swindle of
Paragould, Ark.
BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Dr. Henry Farrar received the Meritorious Service Award from the
Tennessee Hospital Association
during the organization's convention in Nashville Sept. 30. He was
recognized for his tireless work as
a physician at Carthage (Tenn.)
General Hospital, where he has
served since 1984; in the community; and in Africa, China and
Tanzania. "His reputation and
integrity are beyond reproach, and
he is relentless in his commitment
to share his medical gifts with
others," read his bio in the awards
program.
BRACKETT LIBRARY

Henry Terrill, serials, government
document and archives librarian,
was awarded the Suzanne Spurrier
Academic Librarian Award by the
Arkansas Library Association Oct.
17. The award is given annually to
a librarian currently employed at a
library that serves an institution of
higher learning in Arkansas. The
librarian who is chosen
"exemplifies Suzanne Spurrier's
attributes of a spirit of
outstanding service and dedicated
professionalism to all library
patrons; an attitude of devotion to
the library profession and fellow
colleagues; and consistent activity
in state, regional or national
library associations."
To commemorate the first award,
given in 2001, plaques were presented to Brackett Library and to
Dana Steil, Spurrier's nephew and
a University computer science instructor, who accepted on behalf
of the family. Spurrier was library
director from 1990-1998.
»
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Christian servants
commended at
Lectureship

Science, Engineering Center tribute to Pryor, England

THE UNIVERSITY HONORED A
group of outstanding Christian servants this September
with Distinguished Christian
Service Awards as part ofLectureship 2004.
President David Burks presen ted plaques commemorating the awards during
ceremonies Sept. 26-29. The
awards were presented as follows: to Eddie Brinkley of
Wharton, Texas, for 46 years
of preaching in Wharton; to
Silvio and Luciano Caddeo of
Montreal, Quebec, for their
mission work in Canada and
Ukraine; to Robert and Alberta Cronin ofWheeling,
W.Va., for leadership in the
church and on the Ohio Valley College board of trustees;
to Mac and Marty Lynn of
Brentwood, Tenn., for their
work compiling data on the
churches of Christ; and to Jim
Bill Mclnteer of Nashville,
Tenn., for his work as a
preacher, on Harding's board
of trustees, and at 21st Century Christian Publications.
Other honorees included
William Kay and Annabelle
Moser of Damascus, Ark., for
their work in small congregations in the United States; Joe
and Donna Spaulding ofHigden, Ark., for preaching and
teaching in the church; Alfred
Heber Taylor of Searcy, Ark.,
for his contributions to the
field of Christian journalism;
Ralph and Mary Wallis of
Batesville, Ark., for their years
of service to the church of
Christ, especially in and near
Batesville; Tex and Mary Jane
Williams of Austin, Texas, for
their mission work in Africa;
and Helen Young of Malibu,
Calif., for her contributions at
Pepperdine University.
This was the 81st year of
Lectureship.

professional programs or graduate school. The
organismal biology laboratories - zoology,
botany and herpetology - relocated to the
same wing of the building, allowing easier access to stored equipment. Four physical science classrooms were remodeled, and a new
lab for advanced chemistry students was created along with a dedicated research area for
externally funded projects.
The building's name reflects the contributions of two great educators with long-standing records of service to the University: Dr.
Joseph E. Pryor and Dr. Don England.
Pryor Science Center, so named upon his
retirement in 1989, was a tribute to "Dr. Joe,"
an icon for Christian scholarship and commitment to Christian higher education. For 46
years, he was a member of the faculty, and for
more than two decades of that
time, he served as the school's
chief academic officer, first as
dean and then as vice president
for academic affairs. He was
named the University's Distinguished Alumnus in 1974.
England's service to the University spans four decades as a
faculty member in the Department of Physical Science, which
he chaired from 1988-1995. He
has been named Distinguished
Teacher three times, thus earnHonorees at the dedication of the Science and Engineering Center
ing him the Distinguished Proare Paul and June Carter, Bessie Mae and Dr. Joe Pryor, and Lynn
fessor designation. England has
and Dr. Don England.
been the heart and soul of the
University's premedical program, which has
2003. June actively serves Associated Women
prepared hundreds of students for medical
for Harding, and her leadership has sparked
schools throughout the country.
the Northwest Arkansas chapter's enthusiasm
During his acceptance speech, England
for the school.
Bringing the total space of the Science
praised Pryor for his service and for his influCenter to 89,500 feet, the addition houses
ence 45 years ago helping England obtain a
position at the University. He also noted how
the departments of Mathematics and Computer Science and Engineering. It includes six
the addition is joined to the Mclnteer Bible
classrooms - four for mathematics and two
and World Missions Center by a walkway. "My
for computer science and engineering. Two
philosophical eye can't help but notice that
teaching computer labs and two electrical en- these two buildings are connected," he said.
gineering labs also double as classrooms. All
"I have been fond of the idea that God has
10 of these rooms are outfitted with computrevealed himself and his will in his word, the
erized projections and podiums, classifying
Scriptures. He has revealed himself also in the
them as "smart" classrooms.
nature that he created. My colleagues and
The renovation benefits the departments of students here [in the Mclnteer] search for
God's truths in the Scriptures, and we in this
Biology and Physical Science. Biology set
[Pryor-England] building search for God's
aside two new rooms for "clean work" to
teach the techniques that students will use in truths in nature."

[ DEDICATION _
Nearly two months after students started
using the newly enlarged and renovated facility, Pryor Science Center was renamed PryorEngland Center for Science and Engineering in
a formal dedication Oct. 22. The ceremony
honored two faculty members and Paul and
June Carter of Bentonville, Ark., the lead
donors in the project.
The $5 million building addition and renovation was in large part due to the influence
and financial support of the Carters, who have
been pacesetters in the University's recent
campaigns. The couple served on the President's Council for six years prior to Paul's appointment to the University's board of
trustees in 1984. After serving as vice chairman for six years, he was elected the governing board's chairman in 1999 and served until
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Learning experience broadened through NASA internship
SENIOR DIETETICS MAJOR SARAH
Mitchell took many lessons
from her NASA interns_hip
last summer ... even a httle
NASA humor. "I want to learn
more than what is required or
even expected of me," she
says sincerely. Then she adds
the punch line: "Basically...
shoot for the stars."
Mitchell, a Brentwood,
Tenn., resident, worked in the
Nutritional Biochemistry Laboratory (NBL) at NASA's
Johnson Space Center in
Houston. The internship was
a required component of the
NASA Workfo~ce Development Fellowship that Mitchell
was awarded in July 2003.
"I don't know as a career
ch_oice what I'~ going to do,"
Mitchell says. Before I came
here I thought I didn't like research at all, but I realized I
really do like it. I want to take
biochemistry and other
~lasses that will be applicable
m whatever field I choose."
The NBL is conducting research to better understand
the role of nutrition during
space flight. Areas of particular interest include changes in
bone and calcium, alterations
i~ micronutri~nts, metabo-.
hsm and reqmrements dunng
long-term space flight, and
the dig~stior: and absorption
of nutnents I~ space.
As space flight evolves
from short-duration space
shuttle missions to extended
habitation aboard International Space Stations, the need
for a better understanding of
nutritional requirements for
astronauts becomes evident.
Explains lab director Dr.
Scott Smith, to whom
Mitchell reported, "We are trying to understand how the
human body works during
weightlessness and to counSarah Mitchell climbs into a space
shuttle at NASA's Johnson Space
Center, where she interned last
summer.

4
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teract the negative effects
such as bone and muscle loss.
Any means of ensuring astro·
naut health can clearly be ap·
plied to individuals with
related conditions or diseases
on Earth."
The majority ofNBUests
are based on blood and w:ine
samples collected bef~re and
after space flight. The amount
of bone that has metabolized,
or broken down, may be measured in urine samples.
Mitchell's task was to analyze
urinary collagen cross-links, a
marker of bone degradation.
"They gave me a goal, and
I lined up how to reach that
goal," Mitchell explains. "I
had to write the experimental
design, and it had to be ap·
proved. I looked at past interns to see how they set up
their experiments, but mine
was new. I had not been ex·
posed to such an in-depth level
of biochemistry before, so r
had to do a lot _and I mean a
lot- of background rese~rch."
At the end of the summer,
Mitchell presented her findings to the NBL group in a 40minute presentation. "This
was a long time to be stand~ng in front of others speakmg about a topic about which
many knew so much more
than I did. But they were very
encouraging and supportive,"
she says.
Smith says internships

such as Mitchelrs are important because they allow students to see and .hear
firsthand what different career pa.ths bold. "It gives
them a chance to _c onduct a
small piece ofresearch and to
see the planning and effort
tluoughout that are required
and the challenges to accompUshing any given project,"
he says.
Mitchell i~ the .first ~tudent
from the Uwversttyto mtem
at a NASA facility, and her
mentor, Dr. Beth Wilson, says
such experiem:es -allow students to see a much_ broad~ .
range of career cholCeS w1thin
nutrition. "The interaction of
natritional science with other
sciences in solving real-world
problems opens up new passibilities that may never hav~
been dreamed of before," Wllson says.
That was certainly the case
for Mitchell. u It was an amazing learrung experience; one
of a kind, n she says. Though it
may not be with NASA she
plans to continue seeking
such opportunities.
Smith could not hope for a
better end result. He says,
"Beyond pure science and
technology -if the space
program can help inspire the
next generation of scientists
and engineers, the benefits
for the general population are
limitless." -ApriL D. Fatula

Sit back and relax at Spring Sing

[ NEWS MAKERS ]
COLLEGE OF ARTS
AND HUMANITIES
Department ofArt and Design
Eight graphic design students had
their work accepted into the PUSH
Regional Design Conference Student
Competition in Memphis, Tenn.,
Oct. 28-29. Individual projects
included those of Brian Hickey of
Fayetteville, Ark.; Garrett Johnson
of Searcy; and Rachel Zetterberg
of Williamstown, W.Va. Collaborators Michael Fonvme of Eustis,
Fla., and Stephanie Ringold of
Kingwood, Texas, placed among
the top three, earning a Certificate
of Excellence. The other group was
composed of Afton Edelhuber of
Searcy; Tom Johnson of Edmonton, Alberta, Canada; and Jarod
Stokes of Monroe, La.
Department of Communication
An article titled "Assessment
Programs at Harding University: A
Case Study," by Dr. Mike James,
professor and chair, was published
in the November 2004 issue of
Feedback, a journal of the Broadcast Education Association.
Department of English
Dr. Duane McCampbell, retired
professor, and Lynn Teague, graduate student, presented papers at
the Southwest Conference on
Christianity and Literature, held
Oct. 1 at Southern Nazarene University in Bethany, Okla. McCampbell presented "Ethics and C.S.
Lewis' The Four Loves," and
Teague's paper was titled "Inaccessible, Unnamable Power: Shelley's
Search for Incarnation."
Four faculty members and a
graduate student read papers at
the Arkansas Philological Association meeting Oct. 8-9 in Fayetteville. Stephanie Eddleman,
instructor, read "Is It Death or Is
It Life?: Christina Rosetti's Critique
of Victorian Society in Goblin Market." Dr. Terry Engel, assistant
professor, read "Jim Harrison's
True North: A Contemporary Nick
Adams Grows Up in Hemingway's
Big Two-Hearted River Country."
Gail Fry, instructor, read "The
Anatomy of Love and Lust: Spenser's House of Busyrane and Sir
Thomas Wyatt's Poetry." Dr. Dennis
Organ, professor, read "Sleep and
Keatsian Romanticism in Faulkner's
The Unvanquished." Jonathan
Reinhardt read "I Sing Perfect
Meter: Bardic Voice in Dylan
Thomas's Under Milk Wood."
»

Alumnus illustrates Davis' influence
THE UNVEILING OF A PORTRAIT
of Dr. Kenneth Davis Jr. put a
moving finale on Alumni
Chapel at Homecoming 2004.
Members of the audience
stood to honor Davis as a man
who made an impact on their
lives.
A collage of images, the
painting captures the essence
of Davis - beloved director of
the Harding A Cappella Chorus and better known to many
as "Uncle Bud."
Louisiana photographerpainter Darrell Chitty ('69)
photographed Davis recently
as he conducted "Peace I
Leave With You," a composition by William W. Hollaway,
Davis' successor as head of
the University's Music Department. In the painting,
Davis' face and hands evoke a
range of emotions - sadness
to joy, hope and love.

The painting hangs in the
Donald W. Reynolds Center for
Music and Communication.
Artist's proofs of the portrait are for sale: $500 for a
20-inch tall canvas version,
complete with a DVD of Davis
conducting "Peace I Leave
With You," and $200 for a 14inch tall proof on fine art
paper. The DVD can be purchased separately for $50.
All money collected will go
toward beautification of the
old lily pool, a campus landmark in urgent need of an upgrade. After funds are raised,
the renovated pool will honor
Davis.
Checks for the portrait can
be made payable to Harding A
Cappella Alumni Chorus and
sent to: Harding University,
Box 12235, Searcy, AR 721490001. Donations to the Uncle
Bud Fund are also welcome.

Foundation ranks University in top 10
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THE UNIVERSITY HAS BEEN
recommended by Young
America's Foundation as one
of the top-1 0 conservative colleges in the United States.
The announcement was made
in November by the organization, whose national headquarters are in Herndon, Va.
Young America's Foundation named schools that offer
a holistic conservative experience for students. This year's
list features 10 institutions
that proclaim, through their
mission and programs, a dedication to discovering, maintaining and strengthening the
conservative values of their

students. Most offer coursework and scholarship in conservative thought and
emphasize principles of
smaller government, strong
national defense, free enterprise and traditional values.
Many have a religious affiliation, but some do not.
Each year Young America's
Foundation co-sponsors one
or more presentations from
the American Studies Institute Distinguished Lecture
Series. Those have included
Margaret Thatcher, William F.
Buckley Jr., Lech Walesa and
the February lecture by J.C.
Watts.

WHILE SPRING SING 2004
pondered the significance of
beginnings, this year's show
will take a more jovial approach, encompassing the
theme "Lighten Up."
Director Steve Frye said,
"The reality is that we live in a
world that appears to be filled
with darkness and foreboding. The answer to the darkness is light - a lightness of
spirit, a freedom from worry,
and trust in joyful living. We
want to encourage everyone to
relax a little, laugh a little, pretend a little."
Leading the way for a cast
of more than 800 are secondyear hosts sophomore Shawn

Frazier and senior Sam Peters, along with newcomers
senior Mary Catherine Clark
and junior Jillian Shackelford
as hostesses.
Performances are scheduled for March 24, 25 and 26.
Additionally, "The Miracle
Worker," William Gibson's
three-act play depicting the
celebrated student-teacher relationship between Helen
Keller and Annie Sullivan,
will run March 25, 26, 28 and
29.
Yott may order tickets for
Spring Sing 2005 and "The
Miracle Worker" by calling
(501) 279-4255 or by using the
card in this magazine.

Medved energizes pre-election crowd
FILM CRITIC AND RADIO TALK
show host Michael Medved
analyzed the intersection of
politics, religion and the
media as the second of four
speakers in the 2004-05
American Studies Institute
Distinguished Lecture Series
Oct. 26 in Benson Auditorium.
In his examination,
Medved discussed how American culture has embraced
media-driven attitudes of pessimism, emotionalism and
impatience and then advised
how to counteract those attitudes with gratitude and longterm perspective. "The
answer ... is traditional JudeaChristian faith," he said. "It's
about the ultimate optimism
... the opposite message of a
culture of complaint. The biblical message wants us to
focus on the next world, on
eternity."
He also commented on the
country's dwindling attention
span, reproaching the United
States' long-standing infatuation with television. Based on
the latest numbers from the
Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Medved stated that the average U.S. citizen watches television more than 29 hours a

While in Searcy, Michael Medved
broadcast his show locally.

week and spends two hours or
less in all religious activity a ratio of almost 15 to 1.
By cutting back just one
hour a day, he explained, we
can gain 28 hours a month to
spend with family and friends
and in the study of Scripture
and prayer. "We are worshipping the TV screen instead of
worshipping the Almighty,"
he said. "We need to adjust
the ratio."
Medved also broadcast his
daily three-hour show Oct. 2526 from local affiliate KWCK's
studios in Searcy.
Statesman J.C. Watts and
radio commentator Paul Harvey complete the ASI series
Feb. 21 and April 21, respectively.
WINTER 2oos
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Who Owns Native Culture? by Michael Brown

Five FAQs on admissions
an interview with GLENN DILLARD, director of enrollment management

Almost 16 million students are currently enrolled in the nation's 4,168 colleges and universities.
Another 3 million will graduate from high school in spring 2005 and begin their journey in higher
education. You can never start planning too early!
Why should prospective students apply early for admission to the University?
We anticipate receiving more
applications from qualified students than we can possibly
serve. Contrary to the belief of
many, you do not have to wait
until you take the ACT or SAT
to apply for admission. Although test scores are required
before acceptance, one can go
ahead and begin the process
without them. Admission date
also affects housing, with assignments being made in the
order students are accepted.
What programs should students attend to Learn more
about the University?
Special programs are planned
throughout the year to encourage high school students to
visit the cam pus. These opportunities include two Bison
Daze weekends - one in the
fall and one in February (2427) - and Youth Forum/
Spring Sing weekend (March
24-27). However, we visit daily
with guests on campus. Although we do not require a
campus interview, we strongly
encourage one. Come and visit
with students and faculty, try
out the food, check out the
residence halls, and sit in on a
class. The bottom line - visit!
What are some of the advantages of attending Harding
versus other schools?
Harding has become a firstchoice university for more than
5,600 students across the
country who want a Christian
atmosphere but are not willing
to sacrifice academics to get
it. Classes are smaller in size
than at the average college,
with a student-to-faculty ratio
of 18-to-1, and are taught by

6
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qualified professors, not graduate teaching assistants. Our
International Programs allow
students to spend a semester
at one of six campuses and
still graduate on time. Finally,
University graduates have an
exceptionally high job-placement rate and are accepted
into prestigious graduate and
professional schools across the
nation.

What do the numbers Look
Like for next year's class?
This fall, we experienced our
17th consecutive year of enrollment growth, with the majority of the increase coming
from graduate studies. Total
enrollment is up to 5,602, with
1,221 freshmen. We have already received more than 900
applications from outstanding

Students converse
on the C.L. Kay Plaza.

students across the country
and around the world. More
than 500 of these have already
been sent acceptance letters
for the 2005-06 school year.

How can our alumni help
recruitjencourage students
to consider the University?
Options include writing encouraging letters to prospective students or talking to
business associates who are in
the college search process with
their children. Many alumni
have encouraged prospective
students to visit, in many cases
even bringing small groups to
campus. Often alumni will call
admissions to make sure we
know about a student from
their church and community.
Others host back-to-school
Bison Bashes in their homes.
Dr. James W. Carr, executive
vice president and formerly an
executive with the American
College Testing Program,
agrees with Dillard's suggestion that applicants seek early
admission. He also encourages
students to take the most rigorous courses available in high
school, stating, "It is a wellknown fact that students who
take four years of math in high
school not only perform better
on the ACT and SAT exams but
generally are more successful
in college math. That also
holds true for English, natural
sciences and social studies."
However, test scores are only
one measure of college potential, and for that reason, Harding evaluates a student's
entire record when considering
scholarship suitability.
For more information about
admissions or to apply online,
visit our Web site at www.hardi ng .edujadmissions.

I NEWSMAKERS
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES
Department of Family
and Consumer Sciences
Sharen Crockett, professor, and
Dr. Beth Wilson, professor and
chair, presented workshops at the
seventh annual Northcentral Arkansas Fall Child Care Conference
Sept. 25 in Batesville. Wilson's
workshop was "From the Beginning
... AChild's View of Domestic Violence." Crockett's session, "Different Ways Children Bloom," was
based on Gardner's Multiple Intelligences.
By special invitation, Wilson attended the American Finals Competition for the 22nd annual
Concours International des Jeunes
Createurs de Mode-Paris. In addition to the competition, there
were Arts of Fashion gallery exhibitions of international designers
as well as trends and forecasting
seminars. The event was held Oct.
22-23 at Oklahoma State University in Stillwater.

Reviewed by Jeremy Elliott ('05), senior humanities major
Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 2003, 336 pages
To what degree should native culture be protected? Brown sets
out to answer this question in a well-reasoned look at a complex topic. What happens when a group of
Pueblo Indians claims that the sun symbol
used on the New Mexico flag is a cultural symbol of their people and should not be used on
a state flag without their permission? How
does one respond when Hopi religious leaders
say that photographs of religious ceremonies
taken by an anthropologist offend the sense
of privacy that the ceremonies demand? Furrmore, what groups can be defined as indigenous? Does an
aboriginal group assimilated into the colonial culture of Australia have the right to prevent the development of an island
where sacred ceremonies were practiced more than half a century earlier?
Brown approaches these questions with sensitivity to the
wishes of both indigenous groups and the groups with whom
they find conflict. He seeks to find a middle ground - one that
can occur only within the bounds of mutual respect and a desire
to find compromise - and determines that no single document
defines the rights of cultural groups; each situation is thick
with nuances particular to itself.
Old Men at Midnight by Chaim Potok

GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF RELIGION
Dr. Dave Bland, professor of
homiletics, presented a paper titled
"Prophetic Authority in Preaching"
at the annual Academy of Homiletics meeting Dec. 2-4 in Memphis,
Tenn.
STUDENT IMPACT
Nathan Copeland, a management
major from Prattville, Ala., and
Randi Tribble, a
political
science
major from
Cookeville,
Tenn., have
been selected
2005 Student
Impact co-directors.
Student Impact, an annual freshman and new student orientation,
is Aug. 18-22.
STUDENT
PUBLICATIONS
The Bison newspaper staff won
fifth place out of 50 schools in a
Best of Show competition at the
Associated Collegiate Press
national convention held in Nashville, Tenn., Nov. 3-7.
Steven Profaizer, a senior public
relations major from Bellingham,
Mass., serves as editor.

Reviewed by Sarah Brown ('06), junior English major
New York, Knopf Publishing Group, 2001, 288 pages
Old Men at Midnight, the ninth novel from Chaim Potok (The
Chosen, My Name is Asher Lev), is a collection of three loosely
linked novellas about the ravages of war. Three men - a Holocaust survivor, a former KGB interrogator and a
CHAlM
war historian - unearth repressed memories
as they tell their stories to Ilana Davita Dinn,
POTOK
a Jewish-American novelist.
In the first story, "The Ark Builder," Dinn is
0Lo MEN
a tutor in 1947 for a 16-year-old Polish boy
AT e
who was the only Jew from his town to surMIDNIGHT
vive the Holocaust. Haunted by the face of
Reb Binyomin, the caretaker of his synagogue in Poland, the boy tells Dinn of helping the old man
revitalize the synagogue before it is destroyed by the Germans.
"The War Doctor" takes place later in Dinn's life, when she
meets a recently defected Jewish KGB officer and encourages
him to write about his experiences under Stalin. He writes
about the Jewish doctor who saved him during World War I and
whom he saw again much later when the doctor was imprisoned
as a suspected conspirator in Stalin's last days.
In the final story, "The Trope Teacher," Dinn is now the successful novelist I.D. Chandal. She helps her neighbor, a prestigious war historian, remember his early years for his memoirs.
Late at night while his ailing wife sleeps, he tells Dinn of the
World War I veteran who taught him to read the Torah and his
own experiences as a soldier during World War II.
Potok's book presents a chilling picture of the 20th century.
Though his voice is sometimes inconsistent- for instance, the
boy whom Dinn tutors slips from broken English to fluencyhis characters are compelling, and the book is a reminder how
history shapes and affects us.

Chinese students seek master's degree
WHEN ZENG J!HONG RECEIVED

an advertisement in March
for an English education graduate program in the United
States, she threw the flier in
the trash. She wanted to get a
master's degree in China,
where she wouldn't have to
leave her husband and 6-yearold son.
Yet the president of Hunan
Communication Vocational
College, where Zeng taught
English, encouraged teachers
to go. Zeng, a Christian, discovered the program was affiliated with Harding, and some
American friends who had
come from the University to
teach English in China recommended the program to her.
On Sept. 7, Zeng, who goes
by the English name Delia, arrived in the Little Rock, Ark.,
airport with 15 other Chinese
graduate students headed for
the University as part of the
Sino- American Studies Institute, a subdivision of the
American Studies Institute.
The students, who are mostly
English teachers at universities in China, are participating
in a 12-month program toreceive a master of science in
education degree.
Delia is the first teacher
her university has sent to
study abroad. "It's a lot of
pressure for me," she says.
Milo Hadwin, a lecturer in
the College of Bible and Religion, began working on the
Chinese Scholars Program
with Xu Yunzhao, the vice
governor of the Hunan
Province, two years ago when
Hadwin was teaching English
at Central South University in
Changsha, the capital of the
province. Hadwin says the
program will allow the participants to return to China with
improved language skills and
highly valued degrees from an
American university.
Dr. Thomas Peng, director
of admissions and student

services for the Sino-American Studies Program, says the
Chinese and American educational systems are very different; in the United States,
schools value individuality,
personal freedom and creativity, but in China the emphasis
is on building a solid foundation of factual knowledge. He
says the Chinese often fare
well on standardized tests, but
have less practical experience.

Zeng

"Delia"
Jihong

"In a sense, the Chinese
education is something of an
ivory tower, very much distant
from real-life situations, especially in the field of social
studies," he says. "Personally,
I think that is a weakness in
Chinese education."
Delia says English language
skills are very important to the
Chinese. Some businesses require employees to take English examinations every year,
and she taught small English
classes privately to give professionals an opportunity to improve language skills.
In Searcy, Delia chats with
her husband, Freeman,
almost every day online. She
talks to her son, Hunter, at
least twice a week, but it is
hard to find times to call him
because there is a 14-hour
time difference. Maintaining
a strong relationship with her
family while she is studying
in the United States is very
important to her, she says.
"If I can be a better wife
and a better mother, then I
can be a better teacher."
- Sarah Brown
WINTER 2oo5
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At
The perfect storm

ROUNDUP

Boren and Washburn light the way to the NCAA women's soccer tourney
By S coT T G 0 0 DE , sports information director
OPPONENTS OF THE WOMEN'S SOCCER TEAM

f~und ~ompeting against the Lady

.
Bisons forward tandem of senior Lon
Boren and freshman Kendyl Washburn
like trying to outrun a summer storm.
Bore~s speed provided the sudden .
flash ofli~htning, and Washburn. a fe1sty
and ten~c.tous player with the balL followed Wlth a booming-thunder. When .
the downburst ended, the duo had scored
22 of the teams 52 goals leadJna the
~dy Bisons to a progra~-best t"s-4--1
Iecord and their first berth in the NCAA
Tournament.
Coming into the 2004 season, head
coach Greg Harris knew that for hls team
to achieve its potential, he needed another forward to complemen: Boren. Last
season she tied a school record with 13
goals while playing in tandem w:ith freshm~ Laura Bullington.
Whei1 we brought Kendyl in, we: were
able to move Laura to the central lmdfield spot, her more natural position,"
says Hanis. The shift worked well, as
Bullington set a career hiah with eight
goals and moved to fo1w~d when Boren
or Washburn needed a break.
But Bo:ten and Washbum knew very
little about each other as the eason began.
"All I knew about Kendyl was that she
was a good player and had scored a lot of
goals," Boren says. In fact, Washburn
ha~ scorE-d 24 goals and added 13 assists
while earning all-state and Texas District
3-5~ M0st Valuable Player honors a a
seruor at Midland High School.
Washburn recalls seeing Boren per·
form only on.ce during a recruiting vjsit
to Searcy in. 2003, and it took a while for
the,.two to learn to play together.
We Were very confused at first/ says
Boren. "We dortt play the same way at
an.,ou~ ~tyles are very d_ifferent. '
"
Lon 1s very unselfish with the ball,

says Washburn, of the style that allowed
Boren to set a Lady Bison single-seas0n
record with 15 assists.
"I j~st like to avoid contact," Boren
says w1th a smile. "When I get the ball, I
want to get rid of it as fast as I can. I
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want to get the ball to someone else or
send the ball upfield and try to outrun
the defender."
Washburn enjoyed a more aggressive
style of play.
"Kendyl plays well with the ball at her
feet," says Boren. "She just takes the ball
and goes to the goal."
Washburn's ability to handle the collegiate game was apparent as she scored
seven game-winning goals in her first 10
games, besting the team's career record
of six game-winning goals. The feat
earned her a place in Sports Illustrated's
Oct. 18 edition of Faces in the Crowd.
As the season progressed, the duo
became more comfortable with each
other, making opposition defenses very
uncomfortable.
"Most of the teams we play have
one defender who can shut
down a good forward," says
Harris. "But with both
Kendyl and Lori playing
for us, very few teams
could mark both players."
The Lady Bisons
opened the season with a
pair of wins before falling

to Northeastern State University on the
road. With the combination of Boren and
Washburn heating up and the Lady
Bison defense - spearheaded by junior
all-conference defender Megan Hatcher
and freshman goalkeeper Cheryl
Dovichak - shutting opponents down,
the team embarked on a school-record
eight-game winning streak.
The Lady Bisons achieved a 6-1-1 conference record, the best league mark in
the seven-year history of the program,
and earned a share of the GSC regular
season championship. They won their
first GSC Tournament game with a 1-0
victory over the University of Central Arkansas before falling to Christian Brothers University 4-3 in overtime in the
championship game. The
Lady Bisons' 15 wins
were enough to
earn them a spot
in the NCAA
Tournament
and a trip to
Miami
where they
suffered a 41 defeat by
the University of Tampa.
In typical
Washburn fashion, she muscled
the ball away from a
defender, dribbled past another player, and scored the University's
first-ever NCAA Tournament goal. The
goal was her 13th of the season, tying a
school record held by- that's rightBoren.
Washburn will have to learn to play
with a new forward mate next season.
Boren, an ESPN Academic All-American
honoree, has completed her eligibility.
She finished her four years as the team's
career leader in goals, assists and points.
The faces will be different in 2005, but
for one season, the forward combination
of Boren and Washburn gave the U niversity the perfect storm.

Bison runners fifth at nationals
The men's cross country team earned its third top-five finish in
the last four years, placing fifth at the NCAA II National Championships in Evansville, Ind., Nov. 20.
Sophomore Peter Kosgei was the team's top runner, placing
fourth in the 10-kilometer event in 32 minutes, 2.3 seconds.
Senior Reed Fisher placed 20th in 32:53.5. Both earned AllAmerica honors for the second time.
The Bisons won the South Region meet for the fifth-consecutive year, placing five runners in the top seven. Kosgei won
his first individual regional championship, completing the 10kilometer race in 29:52 while tying a school record. For his efforts, Kosgei earned NCAA II South Region Runner of the Year.
Senior Maciek Miereczko, freshman Julius Kosgei, Fisher and
sophomore Artur Kern received all-region honors for finishing
in the top 10.
The men also won their fifth-straight Gulf South Conference
title, with Kosgei taking the individual championship. Fisher,
Kern and Miereczko all earned all-conference honors, and Julius
Kosgei was selected Freshman of the Year.
Head coach Steve Guymon won both GSC and NCAA II South
Region Coach of the Year honors.

Singoei takes regional title
Racing to its second-straight top-10 finish, the Lady Bisons
cross country team placed ninth at the NCAA II National Championships Nov. 20 in Evansville, Ind.
Senior Helen Singoei and freshman Kalina Szteyn both
earned All-America honors at the race. Singoei was the highest
finishing Lady Bison, placing 16th in the 10-kilometer race in
22 minutes, 31.5 seconds. Szteyn placed 18th in 22:37.
The team qualified for the national meet by placing second
at the NCAA II South Region Meet in Memphis, Tenn., Nov. 6.
Singoei became only the second Lady Bison runner to win the
regional title, finishing in 20:56. Szteyn also earned all-region
honors, placing third in 21:27.
Szteyn led the Lady Bisons to a second-place finish in the
Gulf South Conference meet Oct. 23 in Huntsville, Ala., and became the fifth-straight Lady Bison runner to win the event, finishing in 17:50.9. Singoei and sophomore Vicky Echeverria
were also First Team all-conference award winners.

Football posts winning season
The Bison football squad completed the season 6-5 overall and
4-5 (tied for sixth) in the Gulf South Conference.
The Bisons were 5-1 before going on a four-game skid. They
finished the season with a 20-17 overtime win against Ouachita
Baptist University.
Offensively, junior Adam Lybrand became the first Bison
quarterback to pass for more than 2,000 yards in consecutive
seasons. Lybrand completed 193-of-361 passes for 2,223 yards

and 18 touchdowns. He also had five rushing touchdowns.
Lybrand's favorite receiver was junior tight end David Feliciano. The Second Team All-GSC honoree caught 51 passes for
683 yards and 10 touchdowns.
Junior DeJuan Patton led the rushing attack, carrying 118
times for 517 yards and three touchdowns.
The Bison defense intercepted 18 passes and recovered 16
fumbles. Juniors Jeremy Fairrow and Torrance Daniels had four
interceptions each.
Junior linebacker Scott Dutile led the Bisons with 86 tackles
on the season, while junior defensive back Travis DeSisso led
the team with 10.5 tackles for loss and eight sacks.

Soccer struggles in losing season
Men's soccer completed its fifth season of intercollegiate competition with a 2-13 record.
Sophomore Brock Williams and junior Ben Faris led the team
with five goals each. Williams added a team-high five assists.
Freshman goalkeeper Chris Freis collected 65 saves.

Volleyball perfect in conference play
The volleyball team earned its third-straight trip to the NCAA
II National Tournament and posted its second-consecutive 30win season.
The Lady Bisons received the No. 6 seed in the South Central Region, but fell3-1 to 15th-ranked Washburn University in
the first round in Kirksville, Mo., ending with a 30-8 record.
Harding recorded a perfect 12-0 record in Gulf South Conference West Division play, earning its third-straight division
title. The team collected its first undefeated home season
(11-0) since moving into Rhodes Field House in 1998.
Senior middle blocker Kate Kennedy took GSC West Division
Player of the Year honors. She also earned a spot on the American Volleyball Coaches Association AllSouth Central Region Team and was a
First Team honoree on the Daktronics
All-South Central Region Team. Coach
Keith Giboney was named GSC West
Division Coach of the Year.
Kennedy, who completed her tenure
as the school's career kills leader, led
the the GSC with a .359 attack percentage and 1.08 blocks per game.
Joining Kennedy on the all-conference team were senior defensive specialist Arnie Morrison and junior outside
hitter Synda Veitenheimer. Morrison was also First Team Daktronics All-South Central Region.
Morrison amassed 33 digs in the final match to become the
NCAA II leader in career digs with 2,566. Veitenheimer led the
Lady Bisons with a single-season school record 525 kills.

For the latest sports information, visit www.harding.edufathletics.
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They say Drury was a
really tough place to
play. Compared with
this, Drury is Oz or
something like that ... I
saw some games in the
old Barnhill Arena at
Fayetteville, and I don't
remember it being this
loud, continuously. It's
like they practice.
- Lu Hardin, president of the
University of Central Arkansas,
Log Cabin Democrat, Conway, Ark.

Left. Pointing to the

opposing team, Rowdies
chant, "If you're losing
and you know it, clap
your hands."

What others are
saying about
the Rhodes

•

Right. Face paint completes the total effect
for Rowdy John Sullivan.

Photos by

JEFF MONTGOMERY

"LEFT ... RIGHT ... LEFT ... SIT DowN!"
To the casual observer, these commands sound as though
being issued from a drill instructor. But in Rhodes Memorial
Field House, these words form the "you-fouled-out" chant
used by fans - known as Rhodes Rowdies - to send
opposing team players back to the bench. • Basketball
players and coaches throughout the conference prepare
ahead of time for their meeting with the Rowdies, knowing
they will have to defeat not only the players on the court, but
also the sixth man sitting in the bleachers. No two games are
alike, leaving some spectators envious of Bison spirit and
others eager to share the experience and capture that energy
for their team. H
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Top left. From the stands, Logan
Light and .B ryan Adams ~upport
their favorite players.
Bottom left. One of the youngest
Bison fans, Jacob Sautter sports a
basketball binkie.
Below. Singing the national
anthem, President Burks joins the
Rowdies in pregame ceremonies.

I have been to all the schools in the Gulf South Conference, and
without a doubt, you guys are the best fans in the conference.
- Nathan S. Salant, Gulf South Conference commissioner, speaking to the Rhodes Rowdies

The decibel level is comparable to 'Razorbacks in the Rock' in a
As a Henderson State alumnus,
I am extremely jealous. I wish
our fans were only half as
good as Harding's, and I am

smaller area. Viewing Harding's men playing a big basketball game
at Rhodes is becoming a 'must-see-at-least-once' Arkansas experience,
whether a spectator has a connection with the school or not.
- David McCollum, staff writer, Log Cobin Democrat, Conway, Ark.

sure other Gulf South coaches
are jealous as well.
- David B. Gatling,
Arkansas Democrat-Gazette, Little Rock, Ark.
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Afron law,n
By JEN N 1 F E R LA S H LEY

EI SENHOWER WAS PRESIDENT, Marilyns laugh made her a
· rocked th e world in his flashy jumpsuits. Today, George W. Bush
star, an d Elv1s
pres1'des firom the Ova1Office, Julia's grin fills the big screen, and little girls with
. H1.1aryand Ashlee pester us on the airwaves. Like our culture,
names l1'ke Avnl,
IFTY YEARS AGO, DWIGHT D ·

. too, h as evolved with the times.
country and world, Hard1ng

The more they sta;y the same ...

The aggravation of inflation

While advan ce · tran portation and communication have
forever altered sod ety, a few taples remain a they were half a
century ago_Queen Elizabeth still · on her ro}•al per<;h, we
still watch Meet the Press and the Tonight Show, and the B,oston
Red Sox are still cur ed - oops! OK, 0 thatha 'banged, but
her at Harding. certain people and traditions have lasted
through I Love Lucy to Everybody Loves Raymond.

Six burgers for a dollar sounds cheap. See what yau reaUy
think about !lie .good old days when converted to today's rate.
You ma}' find that value meal is more of a a1ue tnan you
thouoht, b ut compared to jeans then, today s are p.rk y!
1954
Adjusted for 2004*
12-ounce soda
5 cents
35 cents
Six burgers
$1
$7.06
Movie ticket
SO cents
$3.53
Pairofshoes
$8.95
$63 .18
Pair of jeans
$3.95 to $5.95 $27.88 to $42
Sports shirt
$2.95 to $6.95 $20.83 to $49.06
Bible dictionary
$5.95
$42
Men's suit
$24.75 to $49.95 $174.72 to $352.62
Dry cleaning (three shirts) 49 cents
$3 .46

~

The more things ohange .. .

...... Then ·:· Searcy ~a.s a town ofl 000, and the camr.s m~ured

40 acres, w~th 22 bu~ldmgs valued at more them $5 mtlhon.
. d
Administration Auditorium seated 1,250, and the Library compnse
37,000 volumes and 200 periodicals.

• Now ... Whi le still the county seat, Searcy ha~ expan~~~~o
20,000 residents, and ~~ cam pus to 200 acres, ~It~. 44 bhold
ings valued at $208 milhon. Today, Benson Aud1tonum
3,535, and the Hbrary conta ins 495,343 volumes and 1,173
periodicals.
...... Then ... Yearly 't~litio~l,fees, room and board came to $730

($5,153 in today's money) f or the University's 844 stu~ents from 39
,
states and nine foreign countries. These students lived m three mens
and two women's dormitories and several miscellaneous apartments
for married couples.
...,. Then ... Today's 5,602 students hail from all 50 states ~~d
46 countries and pay approximately $16,000 per year in .tud ltlon,
. men's and seven wome rts res1
fees , room and board. SIX
. . ence
halls provide on-campus housing for students, ~n additiOn to
numerous apartments serving as married housmg.

...... Then ... Classes began after Labor Day, and exams were held
after Christmas. Holidays weren't exactly stressfree .
...,. Now ... Students arrive in mid August and take ~nal~ before heading home for the holiday break - no studymg etween eggnog and cookies .
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...... Then ... Phone calls were limited to five minutes, and dorm
rooms did not have phones for each student. Guys could not be
certain that they would get through to ask a girl out for Saturday
night. Television was a relatively new phenomenon, and the m~~ of
Armstrong Hall received a set for their dorm as the result of a )Otnt
SAjsocial club project.
...,. Now ... A dorm room without a television, computer, Internet access and CDfDVD player is unheard of, and cell phones
have made us available 24j7. As for guys asking girls out (and
vice versa), choose your medium: phone call, i~ person, text
message, e-mail, instant message, or the old h1gh school
standby -via a friend.
...... Then ... Need a coat? Out of shampoo? Hungry? You would
have headed to Walker's Men's Store, Baker's Shoes, Kroh's, Wonder
Super Market or The Rendezvous Cafe. Those with big appetites
could grab six burgers for $1 at the Pa and a Coca-Cola from a
campus vending machine for 5 cents.
...,. Now ... Today, you can get a coat, shampoo, groceries, an
oil change, a pair of shoes and a McDonald's hamburger at one
stop: Wal-Mart Supercenter. Should you need more choices,
you can shop at Goody's, J.C. Penney, Big Lots, Kroger and a
host of other stores in town. But if you crave a Coke, head off
campus, because Pepsi is the brand offered on campus.

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

Students still read campus news in the Bison and look for
their portraits in the Petit Jean.
Undergraduates attend chapel services daily and take one
Bible class per semester, forging a common bond among
all past, present and future students.
Jim Bill Mclnteer, for whom the Bible and Missions Center
is named, has served on the board of trustees for more
than SO years and has witnessed and encouraged the University's expansions and improvements .
Gata, Ju Go Ju, Oege, Regina, Sub T, TNT and Tri Kappa
social clubs function under charters more than five
decades old.
George Benson, Florence Cathcart, Clifton Ganus Jr. , Joe
Pryor, Neale Pryor, L.C. Sears and Lott Tucker are names of
administrators, faculty, staff and students from the mid
fifties who have been honored with residence halls and facilities named after them.
The Rialto Theater entertains today's students with movies
for a dollar, up from SO cents in the '50s. Who got the better deal? Read on.
Current students still fill prescriptions at Stotts' Drug
Store, buy cars at Truman Baker Chevrolet, obtain insurance from State Farm, and eat ice cream at Dairy Queen.
Just as 1954 was a year of celebration for the University
when it was admitted into the North Central Association,
so the year 2004 brought us full circle as we again were
evaluated to maintain our accreditation.

Humorous headlines
1954 was an eventful, history-making year, yet not without
its humorous moments, as one can see from the Bison headlines below.
10. Barons tie Chicks for first position, beat Crackers 11-1
9. Be mature ... emotionally
8. Miss Hash marries Jim Nash
7. We must think for ourselves
6. Yankees steal12-5 win from Red Sox
5. Harding color film shown in chapel
4. Harding students make wedding plans
3. Club activities center around tea and pledging
2. Rare experience: a gentleman
1. Student learns
Where will we be in five more decades? Your guess is as
good as ours. But guys and girls will still be inexplicably perplexed by the other, students will endure long cafeteria lines for
ice cream, and papers will still be put off to the last minutethat is, if we still write them. Here's to 2054! H
,, Rate taken from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, www.stats.bls.gov.
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ORK, FAMILY, CHURCH, FRIENDS AND SCHOOL ALL PLACE DEMANDS

on our time that

keep us going 90 to nothing. But with every new year, or for that matter, every new
day, we can begin again -whether desiring a more intense study of Scripture, a
devotion to family time, or a balanced budget.
The following seven experts offer keys to setting and meeting goals in all areas of our
lives. Though their respective fields differ, they all agree that commitment and a willingness
to change are the first and most important aspects of unlocking your resolve.

THE KEY TO
By

KATHY HOWARD

T

to aS

,
HEAlTHIER,
more PEACEFUL
Photos by
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JEFF MONTGOMERY

HE BEGINNING OF A NEW

calendar year causes
many people to stop
and reflect on where they
have been and where they are
going.
Henry David Thoreau referred to "dreams as the
touchstone of our character."
They tell us how we spend
our time and money and
what kind of people we are.
Roughly translated, our
dreams should become an integral part of our goals. Most
of us realize at times a mismatch between the way we
spend our time and what we
really want in our lives. Building a successful life requires
direction and forethought;
setting and resetting goals
over the course of our lives is
essential. Dreams must be
translated into realistic goals
that encompass what we want
to accomplish most in life.
We must then spend time
making them happen. It is a
conscious process that forms
the building blocks of a successfullife and includes three
important steps:
Step 1: Begin with an assessment of priorities.
People frequently sell
themselves short by making
decisions that inadvertently

eliminate more satisfying results in the long run. We need
to play chess, not checkers.
When we play checkers, we
are preoccupied with our next
move. On the other hand,
when we play chess, we are
thinking of the bigger picture
and several moves down the
road. Does buying a new
automobile diminish the possibility of attending college by
forcing you to quit school to
work? Does the instant satisfaction of a short-term goal
negate the possibility of
accomplishing a more significant long-term goal? A good
place to begin goal setting is
with the end in mind.
Step 2: Rearrange goals as
new information develops.
Not only is it important to
set goals, but also to commit
to accomplishing them. But
what happens when we real-

ize that our original goals are
not as important as new ones?
As people mature and as life
situations change, goals do
also. Occasionally we discover
that our ladder of success is
"leaning on the wrong wall."
When new information develops, we should be flexible and
redirect our energies to areas
more congruent with our
overall objective. George Eliot
coined the phrase, "It's never
too late to be what you might
have been," which describes
the evaluation process that
will take place often over the
course of our lives.
Step3: Set goals in line with
God's direction in your life.
For a Christian, worthwhile goals should translate
into satisfying your mission
in life. Should personal goals
be different from the dominant culture if we are Chris-

tians? We make endless
choices in life regarding spiritual, family, career, social,
physical and financial wellbeing. How do these areas
link together? Solomon
makes it clear in the book of
Ecclesiastes that wealth, fame
or success do not necessarily
make us happy or content.
He tried all the symbols of
success the world had to offer
and found them futile. We
need to integrate carefully into
God's mission statement for
each of us long-terms goals
that lead to results with real
value, allowing us to leave the
legacy we most want for our
family and fellowman . H

Dr. Kathy Howard is a professor
and director of the psychology
program. She is a licensed profissional counselor and currently
provides part-time counseling
services for Families Inc.
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T JS THAT TIME OF YEAR

L.

ALLEN

again. We've ju t come
through the holiday sea-

son and the beginning of a
new year, and now it is time
to get down to the business at
hand for 2005. That business
includes how to pay for all
those gifts, as well as planning our expenses for the
new year. We need a financial
plan - a road map, if you will

...a..JIL.!I.lldii.W....,.Io..lo.J,..___.I..L..IL.li..I~""-'..L&c..ol.jf.L.ILI..L..II...J.L.t.JL.Jd.ldi..I..I.,..J---------------1 -to help guide us through
By ToM
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ALEXANDER

N THE PREFACE TO THE

King James Version of
the Bible, the translators
pleaded with readers concerning the Scriptures: "They can
make us wise unto salvation
... If we be ignorant, they will
instruct us; if out of order,
they will reform us; if in
heaviness, comfort us; if dull,
quicken us; if cold, inflame
us. Tolle, lege; tolle, lege: Take
up and read; take up and read
the Scriptures." Few of us
would deny their assessment
of the value of the Scriptures.
But their admonition to
read the Scriptures may be
more difficult for us. Starting
and sustaining a new practice
to which you have not been
accustomed is not always easy.
For someone who has not been
a regular Bible reader, merely
to begin may be hard. But to
stay with it is harder. How can
we make reading the Bible a
regular part of our lives?
Have a Plan
When I acknowledge my
wife's reminder that I need to
get more physical exercise by
saying, "I will exercise more,"
she is not pleased. She replies,
"What are you going to do,
and when are you going to do
it?" She knows my vague generalities seldom translate into
feet hitting the pavement.
Harding
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There must be a specific plan,
and that plan must be carried
out. Similarly, we must have a
plan for Bible reading.
You may find it rewarding
to begin in Genesis, read
three chapters a day and five
chapters on Sundays. This
provides a structured method
for reading through the entire
Bible in one year. You will get
the "big picture" of Scripture.
(There are other read-the
Bible-through-in-a-year plans.)
Some people find the Genesis-through-Revelation approach too regimented. You
may prefer to concentrate on
a particular book of the Bible
and study it more in depth.
This approach allows you to
take time to understand better
the circumstances that the
particular text addresses and
consider ways the message of
the book applies to your life.
Beginning such a study by
reading a good introduction
to the biblical book in a study
Bible or a Bible dictionary will
be extremely helpful.
Too many of us have followed the "here-and-there"
plan. While we read the Bible
regularly, we read a few verses
from one book one day, then a
few verses from another book
the next day, etc. I do not wish
to suggest that God cannot
speak to you from these ran-

domly selected passages; however, the individual words and
sentences of the Bible give
their ultimate meaning when
understood in the contexts in
which they were written.
Therefore, a plan that allows
you to read complete volumes
will yield the greatest benefit.
Execute the Plan
People who do best at regular physical exercise are those
who have a specific time of
the day when they work out.
The same approach will help
discipline our Bible reading.
Set a specific time in the day
for reading your Bible.
You may wish to reinforce
this scheduled time by having
a special place where you
read. Whether it is at a desk
or in your favorite chair, associate that place with the reading of the Bible.
And read one day at a time.
Many people get discouraged
when they think about reading every day for a year! Remember, we do not know if
we will even have tomorrow.
But we do have today.
"Take up and read; take up
and read the Scriptures." H

Dr. Tom Alexander is a professor and dean of the College of
Bible and Religion and an elder
at College Church of Christ.

the year ahead, so we can
avoid credit land mines and
financial pitfalls.
If you are like me, I have
already figured out that I can
spend or give away every
penny I make. Now is the
time to sit down and decide
what I should do and what I
want to do with the income
God will bless me with this
year. I need to be a good steward with those financial blessings. It is important that I do
not extend myself by purchasing many products and services using easily attainable
credit. Also, I need the peace
of mind that comes with
knowing I can make the
payments to which I am obligated.
This peace should motivate
each of us to live within our
means. In the Sermon on the
Mount in Matthew 6, Jesus
says not to worry about your
food, clothing and shelter. He
says to take a look at the birds
and notice how your Father
takes care of them. If he takes
care of the birds, surely he
will take care of us. Our Heavenly Father wants us to be
content, trust in him, and
have that peace of mind.
"So what do I do now?"
Great question. Here are six
steps on which you will need
to work. Spend some time
getting this information together. When you do this,
even paying the bills can be-

come fun. Just knowing the
money will be there to make
your payments will bring you
peace of mind you have only
dreamed about.
Step 1: Estimate your
monthly take-home pay.
Step 2: List ALL of your
monthly expenses. Be sure
to include your church and
other charitable contributions.
Step 3: For those items that
you pay annually or semiannually (such as car insurance, maintenance and
dental work), divide them
up into a monthly amount
and include them with the
items in Step 2.
Step 4: Add up all of your
monthly payments and
subtract this total from
Step 1. If this is a positive
number, go to Step 6. If it
is a negative number, go to
Step 5.

Step 5: This is the hardest
step. Go back to Step 2 and
see (1) what you can live
without or (2) what you
will have to live without so
that you can reduce your
monthly payments. Then
go back to Step 4. Repeat
until Step 4 is positive.
Step 6: Praise God and stick
to this financial plan!
May the peace of God be
with you as you live within
your means. H

David Allen is an associate professor of accounting and the
deacon in charge offinancial
counselingfor College Church
of Christ.
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Making family a priority
By

ED

&

W

RHONDA GRAY
HETHER IN A COFFEE

pot, a furnace, or
an automobile, filters allow good things to
enter and keep out those we
do not want.
Our family needs a similar
process to keep it a priority in
our lives. We need to create
and maintain a filter that protects us from too much busyness. This busyness can come
from a number of directions.
Children's activities are
fun and enriching. The beginning of the year is an ideal
time to sit down and plan
with each child, determining
activities in which they will be
involved and how to balance
these activities with the family schedule. In which sports
and extracurricular activities
will each child participate?
Most of these activities are
wonderful, but too many can
send the family schedule into
overdrive and leave no time
for connecting and communicating with each other.
Parents' work, church
involvement and community
responsibilities bring fulfillment on numerous levels. We

need to set appropriate
boundaries for these so that
we are able to maintain
needed family time. How
many out-of-town trips or
after-hours assignments will
we accept? How much time
will hobbies and sporting
events take us away from the
family?
Family activities and time
for play are very important in
building relationships within
the family. The new year is
the perfect time to plan for
these. What recreational
pursuits and hobbies will we
share as a family? Is there a
need to cultivate a new hobby
that would involve all family
members? Have a family
night in which everyone
pools his or her ideas for fun
family activities during the
coming year. Get a calendar
and start blocking out time
for these.
Shared Bible study and
worship times with our children are crucial to giving
them meaning in their own
lives. Do you already have
family devotion times? The
beginning of the year may be

the time to make a fresh start.
Also, a family project serving
others provides a means of
spiritual growth and the opportunity to share our faith
and blessings with others.
What time could your family
spend helping an elderly person with household tasks, taking meals to the side or
shut-ins, or volunteering with
an inner-city ministry? These
times draw us closer to one
another and to God.
Good communication is
essential for healthy individuals and families. It is easy to
be with family without really
connecting and communicating. Decide this year to plan
time to focus on communication with your children and
spouse, both as group and
one-on-one time. Concentrate
on real communication share what has happened in
each other's day (both good
and bad); talk about feelings,
dreams, goals and problem
solving. When children feel
that what they have to say is
heard and valued, they develop a sense of worth and affirmation. Resolve to protect
family meal times, which are
ideal for talking and sharing
highs and lows of the day.
The model of Deuteronomy 6:6-7 provides a great filter for keeping family a
priority. "These commandments that I give you today
are to be upon your hearts.
Impress them on your children. Talk about them when
you sit at home and when you
walk along the road, when
you lie down and when you
get up." Family happens one
day at a time. This year, make
the most of the days you are
given. H

Dr. Ed Gray is professor of counseling at the Graduate School of
Religion in Memphis, Tenn.,
and maintains a private practice in marriage and family
counseling. His wife, Rhonda, is
a homemaker. They have three
sons, ages 24, 22 and 20.
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time to brush your teeth, you
likewise need to make time to
exercise. Granted, this sounds
easier said than done, but
with some initial conscious
effort, exercise can become a
habit that you miss if you
neglect.
Helpful hints:
• Perform the exercise at the
same time of day from day
to day.
• Include your exercise time
on your calendar or in your
day plannerjPDA.
• Exercise with a buddydeveloping accountability
creates productive guilt
while adding even greater
enjoyment to your exercise
program.
In asking a student to address this compliance issue in
a class assignment,

THE KEY TO

Starting
and maintaining
an exercise program
.
·
·
By

KEN TURLEY

T

HE AGE-OLD QUESTION,

how to get people to
start and maintain an
exercise program, is a profound concept, although it
shouldrit be. Thousands upon
thousands of Americans set
out each new year with the
resolution to get in shape. Yet
in just six months, SO percent
end up back on the couch
with the cardiovascular disease detonator in hand (aka
-remote). So what is the
problem?
I dorit think it is education. I believe Americans realize the necessity of physical
activity and exercise. In 400
B.C. Plato said, "Lack of activity destroys the good condition of every human being,
while movement and methodical physical exercise save and
preserve it." The importance
of physical health has long
been recognized as important. In 32S B.C. Herophilius,
the physician to Alexander
the Great, said, "When health
is absent, wisdom cannot reveal itself, art cannot become
20
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manifest, strength cannot
fight, wealth becomes useless, and intelligence cannot
be applied."
So why do we perpetually
end up back on our couches
come February or March of
each year? What motivates
us? I am offering suggestions, some of which you may
choose to implement, so that
come February and March
and April and May you will be
on your feet and not your
couch.
The first step is to start the
exercise program. The current recommendation from
the American College of
Sports Medicine and Center
for Disease Control and Prevention is that all Americans
should accumulate 30 minutes of moderate-intensity exercise on most, preferably all,
days of the week.
Let me stress a few important points.
First, it states that you
should accumulate 30 minutes of exercise. We once
thought that to garner health-

related benefits from exercise,
it must be done continuously.
Although continuous exercise
is more beneficial, something
is better than nothing; so accumulating physical activity
- 1S minutes in the morning plus 1S minutes in the
evening - is much better
than not exercising at all.
The next key is "most,
preferably all." From a health
perspective, the most important aspect of prescribing exercise is frequency (how often
versus how hard or how long).
Many health-related benefits
of exercise are acute/shortlived. Thus by exercising regularly (five to six times per
week) , not only do you obtain
the long-term benefits of exercise -lose weight, lower
blood pressure and cholesterol- but also you gain repeated short-term benefits.
The second and most important issue with an exercise
regime is to maintain the
program for a lifetime. Physical activity needs to be a part
of your lifestyle. As you make

the person suggested
two people who exercise together trade
locker combinations so that
in order for them to exercise,
each partner must be there.
Some health professionals
are encouraging clients to
sign personal exercise contracts that describe specifically where, when, what days,
and for how long they ate
going to exercise. Signing the
contract creates a sense of responsibility to do what the
contract states. One health
professional suggested developing a series of rewards.
Once an exercise goal is met
(accumulate 30 minutes of activity five times per week for
four weeks), go out to dinner
or a movie (minus the buttered popcorn!).
The bottom line is, instead
of thinking or talking about it,
just do it. Get out there and
get moving. If you stick with
an exercise program, you will
feel better and you will improve your health. H

Dr. Ken Turley, associate professor of kinesiology and director of
the wellness program, exercises
five to six times a week.

THE . KEY TO
By

LISA RITCHIE

T

HE COUNTDOWN TO THE

new year is over. Now
... the diet begins.
An estimated five out of 10
Americans made resolutions
that dealt with diet or health
in 2004. Unfortunately, only
about one of those five adhered to those resolutions.
The other four fell back into
old habits and gave up on
their plans for the new year. A
more effective plan for 200S
focuses on making small
changes, incrementally moving toward a healthier lifestyle.
In 200S , focus on making
lifelong lifestyle changes
rather than taking drastic
steps that can only be maintained for a short time. An excellent place to begin the shift
toward healthful eating is to
focus more on nutrient-dense
foods and less on empty-calorie foods. A food that is nutrient dense contains a
significant amount of vitamins and minerals when
compared to calories. For example, 12 ounces of a regular
carbonated beverage provide
approximately 1SO calories,
but few nutrients. Other
empty-calorie foods include
chips and candy. Fresh fruits
and vegetables, on the other
hand, provide a wide array of
nutrients with few calories
per serving.
A related suggestion is to
read food labels. The nutrition facts panel is a rich
source of information to help
consumers identifY nutrientdense as well as empty-calorie
foods. One of the most valuable features of the food label
is the ingredient list. This section lists ingredients in descending order of
predominance by weight. To
easily recognize nutrientdense foods, look for ingredient lists beginning with such
items as whole wheat or other

grains. Ingredient lists beginning with sugar, corn syrup or
partially hydrogenated oils
may signal empty-calorie
foods to limit.
While reading the food
label, look for fiber. Recommended amounts of fiber are
between 20 and 3S grams per
day, although the average intal<e in the United States is
only half that amount. Fiber
helps maintain the health of
the gastrointestinal system,
lower blood cholesterol levels,
and create a feeling of fullness while delaying our
hunger pangs.
Looking for more fiber?
Choose plenty of whole
grains, fresh fruits and vegetables, and legumes.
Since we should curtail our
intake of regular sodas, we
need a substitute beverage,
and water is an excellent
choice. Although many Americans are aware of the recommendation to drink plenty of
water (eight eight-ounce
glasses per day), the average
consumption is just
over half that amount.
Pure water is an exceptional beverage, providing fluid to hydrate the
body without added
calories from sugar
or corn yrup.
This year,

appreciate the imagination of
our Creator by choosing a variety offresh fruits and vegetables. Government
agencies, nonprofit organizations and industry have
joined the S-A-Day campaign
to encourage increased consumption of fruits and vegetables. Including five servings
per day from these food
groups seems like a daunting
task, but can be simplified by
a bit of planning.
How can you include fresh
fruits andjor vegetables into
meals andjor snacks? Make
sure that these items are readily available in the home refrigerator, lunch bag or office
for an afternoon snack. God
has provided us with an
amazing variety of colors,
tastes and textures- a great
way to add interest and flavor
to a meal.
Resolve for 200S to make
healthful

lifestyle changes rather than
dramatic changes that will be
difficult to maintain. Even
small changes will have beneficial results if maintained.
Resolve that your food choices
will be guided by the concept
of moderation. All foods can
fit into a healthful diet, but
choose empty-calorie foods
less frequently. This year resolve to be creative as you
choose from the vast array of
foods available. H

Dr. Lisa Ritchie is an assistant
professor offamily and consumer sciences and director of
the didactic program in dietetics. She has been quoted in
newspapers across the United
States and in Canada, including the Atlanta Journal-Constitution, Calgary (Canada)
Herald, Charlotte Observer,
Fort Worth Star-Telegram,
Miami Herald, New York
Newsday and Seattle Times.
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Tom and Patsy Howard visit Piazza della
Signoria in downtown Florence.

Tom and
Patsy Howard
complete their

ro
•
By

A P RIL D. FAT U L A

~::::"""'!"'""1iiiJJ1!il HEY WILL NOT COMMIT TO A FAVORITE INTERNATIONAL

Program, but Tom and Patsy Howard's affinity
toward Europe is clear. The couple just completed their
sixth semester abroad, this time at the Florence cam,..._.;,.;;,.........,. pus, where their international experience first began
in the fall of 1982. Fall 2004 was their third Florence tour;
they have spent two semesters in Greece and one in England.
Though he officially retired in 2003, Dr. Howard, distinguished profess.or ?f political science and former department chair, agreed to one last term. He admits It was always hard for him to decline an International Program offer, whether perso~ally or
for someone in his department. Tom asked to go abroad only two of the SIX times; the
other four were at the request of the program director. "My philosophy was never to
say no. And I dorit remember a time I ever said no to a faculty member who wanted
to participate."
Dr. Mark Elrod, associate professor of political science, was one sue~ faculty
member. He, his wife, Tish, and their son, Alan, have spent semesters m Italy and
Australia. "As chair, Tom supported International Programs ~s muc~ as any chairperson could, even to the point of creating additional work for himself m terms of . .
staffing and covering classes," he says. "Tom was always the first to take on additiOnal
duties when one of us had the opportunity to participate. I believ~ th~t Tom al~ays
recognized the importance that working overseas has on the contmumg education of
our faculty."
Tom, who served on the International Programs committee for 10 years, with five
as chair, saw the advantages in particular for a history or political science professor.
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"It's faculty development- a kind of
sabbatical. You come back and share
things in the classroom. Generations of
students will benefit when the faculty
member comes back and can say, 'I was
at the opening of Parliament; let me tell
you about it. "'
So while he will not say which program is his favorite, he will readily share
his favorite features. "As a political scientis t, that first trip to Parliament has got
to be the highlight of England ... to go sit
in the House of Common .. .' he trails
off, still relishing the experience.
"In Florence I like the Duomo and the
Accademia where you see "David," but I
guess I was more overwhelmed when we
went to the prison in Rome where Paul
was supposed to have been. It makes the
Bible very real.
"The programs mean different things
to different people. A political science
student may be sitting down in Greece
thinking about the cradle of democracy.
An art student may be looking at "David"
thinking about the perfection in sculpture. It is hard to know what it means to
each person."
But Tom would like for each person to
have the opportunity. While one of the

major objectives of International Programs is to introduce students to a new
culture through immersion, for some,
the experience begins in the airport.
"Some have never flown before or been
out of the United States," he explains.
"One girl's parents called the night before we were to leave for London and
said .she wasn't coming for fear of flying.
I said, 'I think that would be a big mi take,' and talked the parents into it. Patsy
at beside her on the plane, literally holding her han d."
WITH THE EXCEPTION OF TWO WEEKS IN

1999 she spent as substitute teacher
while Tom was sick with pneumonia in
Florence, Patsy h as not been a faculty
member at the International Programs.
But she has played an important role and
has her own take on some of the benefits. "We see more of each other than we
usually do. Sometimes at home we
would go for a whole day without seeing
each other. I was not as involved in his
work at the Searcy campus, but here I
got a better idea of what he was doing."
Their children also benefited. Beth
and Christy- their two youngest daughters, who at the time were in sixth and

eighth grade, respectively- spent the
fall semester in Florence in 1982. "They
loved it, " Patsy says. "They did their journals; they wore their headgear on the
trains. The students really took to them
- kind of adopted them."
In loco parentis, faculty members at
International Programs function in
much the same way for their group of 30
or so students. Patsy, in particular, played
a maternal role, caring for students when
they were sick, listening to their problems, and even stitching up a pair of
pants. "Thank you, Mrs. Howard, for always helping behind the scenes," wrote
Katie Nell, a student who spent the fall
2004 semester with the Howards in Florence. "I am sure that you have done so
much that I will never know about."
Says Patsy, "There are many lessons
learned traveling. Lost luggage, for example. But it's just like being a parent; the
students have to learn the hard way for
themselves. Students also learn from
each other's lessons."
The Howards were not immune to the
lessons themselves. "Our first HUF trip
was our first time to travel internationally," explains Tom. "I was 41 years old.
We had been to large U.S. cities like New

York and Chicago, so we wererit entirely
novices at traveling. We were at international traveling, though, and we learned
a lot. I lost my briefcase with class materials at the Athens airport. It was hung
up in the security X-ray machine when
they stopped running the belt, and was
lost for only two hours , but it caused
sheer panic. Another time a bag was in
the wrong carousel, an.d I just happened
to see it. Th ose panic times are part of
the experience. Otherwise, we wouldn't
have any stories."
A semester abroad provides ample
material for all kinds of tales, many of
which show nonparticipants how much
they are missing. Lost luggage aside, living well is part of the appeal oflnternational Programs. At Florence, for
example, Tom says, "You feel so pampered. There's a jar ofNutella and bread
by your plate at every meal. We love Italian food . They didrit serve us anything at
the villa I didn't like."
Of course, there is much more to it
than food and fun. "It's a lot of hard
work preparing," says Tom of the indepth, scholarly effort faculty members
must put into their classes. "You're
deeply involved in academics trying to
teach things that directly relate to where
you are."
Torris Bible class in London, for example, provided background information on ancient Mesopotamia, which
gave students a better appreciation for
the artifacts they would then see when
they walked two blocks to the British
Museum. Their classes often took place
inside the museum.
The six-hour humanities courses are
designed to be the heart of the curriculum at each campus. As chairman of the
International Programs Committee for
several years, Tom forged new humanities courses for the catalog that are still
used. "They form the cornerstone of the
academics program at International Programs," says Dr. Jeffrey T. Hopper, dean
of International Programs.
Tom sums up his experiences as a faculty member at International Programs
in much the same way students do: "If
you set out to do this on your own, to
take a tour of Europe, to learn everything
you can learn about various places ... it
wouldrit be the same. You can't duplicate
this experience.
"I've just had a really good time." H
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Connections
Send your alumni news to "Connections," Harding University
Office of Alumni Relations, Box
10768, Searcy, AR 72149-0001; or
e-mail alumninews@harding.edu.
To subscribe to the weekly e-mail
listserv Alumni Digest, send message, including your name and
class year, to alumni-list@harding.edu. You may post messages
to the Digest at the same address.

1945

1973

Charles Fall is the store manager
for the Woodville Wal-Mart. He
and his wife, Jenny Davis ('72) ,
have two sons. (511 Timberland
Drive, Woodville, TX 75979)

Year and the West Tennessee Divisional Teacher of the Year Award
for 2005. His play, Cymbals and
Sounding Brass, was produced by
TheatreWorks in Memphis, Tenn.,
in October 2003. (3681 Nottingham, Memphis, TN 38111)

1974

1975

Billy Pullen received the Germantown Teacher of the Year Award in
May 2004 as well as the Shelby
County Schools Teacher of the

Reunion at !-.ome<::•Jmi·:g 2005

1980
Reunion at Hc.;"lecoming 2005

Platinum Circle

l ALMA
,-

1955
Reunion a l Hon•,cc::•min•::- ''ii>J __

1960
Reunion r.t

Ho;-·-le~'_-o~-~ng :~005

1963

1964
Arthur Williams published his
third book on sculpture in the fall
of 2004. The Sculpture Reference is
the largest single, full-color, hardback sculpture resource book
available. He and his wife, Jackie
Thayer ('64), live in GulfPort, Miss.,
where his studio is located. (508
Brandi Lane, Gulfport, MS 39507)

1965
Reunion al: i·!c, nco:cm·,;r;

:::orh

1969
Readus Ray Tatum received the
Director's Award from FreedHardeman University Nov. 13,
2004. He is retired from teaching
and coaching at four different
schools in Arkansas, partly due to
the onset of post-polio syndrome.
He has his own custom rod and
reel service. He and his wife,
Cathy, have two sons. (109 OakleafDrive, Beebe, AR 72012)

1970
Reunion <1t t·iuf'H~co•n'n~J 2(;Q:,:.
Molly Upe Dawidow and her husband, Mike, celebrated their 30th
wedding anniversary May 4,
2004. They are missionaries in
Poland. (P.O. Box 231, 81-967,
Sopot, Poland)
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The University needs you
By ToMMY B us H , alumni association president

Ina Unn Brown has been appointed to the Arkansas Division
ofVolunteerism Advisory Council for a three-year term by GOv.
Mike Huckabee. Ina is the volunteer coordinator for the Heber
Springs Area Chamber of Commerce. Her husband is Jim ('60).
(3 Plantation Drive W., Heber
Springs, AR 72543)
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Although I graduated in 1970, until I joined the President's
Council 10 years later, I did not realize the University needed
me.
You may have graduated four or 40 years ago and feel the
same way: disconnected. But as your Alumni Association President, let me assure you - the University
needs you, and it is easy to reconnect.
There is no secret formula to being a good
alumnus . The number-one requirement is staying informed. This is a two-part process with
passive and active elements. The passive portion requires you to sit still and absorb inforTommy Bush
mation, much like what you're doing now.
Also, take a look at the Web site (www.harding.edu) from
time to time while you are surfing the Internet. There is a
wealth of information, from the name of the current president
(for those who really have been living under a rock) to the approximate number of students enrolled. These two facts comprise the minimal amount of knowledge an informed alumnus
should have.
The active portion of staying informed requires intentionality. But those efforts do not have to be all-consuming. Give
information to prospective students at your church and/or
within your community. If you do not know any students, give
your name to the Admissions Office so that they might send
some young people your way. If those students contact you, be
willing to share stories of your Harding experience with them
and answer their questions - this is where the knowledge you
gained from this magazine and the Web site will come in handy.
Encourage people who helped make your Harding experience so great. Write a letter to those special professors, for
example, to let them know what they meant to you. It is never
too late to express your appreciation.
You do not have to visit campus every year, but aim for once
every three to five. You will be amazed at how much has changed
and how nostalgic you have become since your last visit.
The University needs each of you. The Alumni Office will
be glad to put you to work, and I would love to hear your
ideas of what makes a good alumnus. My mailing address is
P.O. Box 1, Romance, AR 72136, or you may e-mail me at
hebbush@alltel.net. H

Jeff Garner assisted in two
makeovers featured on "Dateline
NBC" Oct. 10, 2004. He has been
involved in the field of cosmetic
dentistry for almost 20 years. He
and his wife, Judy, have three
children. (15 Hunters Woods
Court, Little Rock, AR 72209)

1981
Chris and Carol Whistle ('89)
Jackson own Riverside Retreat
on the White River. They have
two children. (205 River Valley
Trail, Norfork, AR 72658)

1982
R. Cliff Thompson is associate
professor of theater at FreedHardeman University. He spent
10 weeks during the summer of
2004 working with Abingdon
Theatre Co. in New York City. He
assisted the literary manager and
facilities manager at the OffBroadway company and directed
Equity actors in a new play. His
wife is Sherry Alkire ('83) . (cjo
Freed-Hardeman University, 158
E. Main, Henderson, TN 38340)

PROFILE: JI M AND R U T H MATTO X MAXWELL

Combining to form an effective team
What began as a blind date to church has
developed into a five-decade partnership
for Jim and Ruth Mattox Maxwell of
Comins, Mich. "''ve told her all along , I
think God intended for us to marry," says
Jim. Fifty-one years ago last December, a
boy from eastern Kentucky and a girl
from Michigan began a journey together
that shows no signs of slowing down .
For 28 years, Jim worked as a public
relations specialist in educational affairs
for Ford Motor Co., traveling across the
United States and Canada several times a
year, helping senior executives understand the desires of consumers. Ruth

1983
Trent Wheeler was recently
named chief operations officer
for Christian Leadership Concepts in Brentwood, Tenn. He
has two children. (100 Williamsburg Place, Franklin, TN 37064)

1985
Reunion at tic r:,,c ,·-,L •!:;
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1987
Terry Fletcher graduated from
medical school in 2003 and is in
his second year of residency in
anesthesiology. He and his wife,
Elaine, have two sons. (15211
Taylor Loop Road, Little Rock,
AR 72223)

1989
Mike Anderson is the minister
for Shiner Church of Christ. His
wife, Amy Swangel ('91), is a substitute teacher. They have two
children. (60 Clover Meadows
Drive, Corbin, KY 40701)

1991
Shawn Pittman was transferred
by Key Bank to Dayton, Ohio, to
manage a group of internal support call centers. He and his
wife, Lisa Gootee ('92) , have two
children. (2141 Eastover Lane,
Miamisburg, OH 45342)

1955 , 1956

1992
Anissa Campbell Harris completed her Ed. D. in curriculum
and instruction from the University of Louisiana at Monroe. She
is TRIO Student Support Services
instructional resource and tutor
coordinator at Harding. Her husband, Greg ('96) , is the men's and
woman's head soccer coach at
Harding. They have a daughter.
(2203 Audley Bolton Drive,
Searcy, AR 72143)
Scott White is a chemistry professor at Southern Arkansas University. He received his Ph.D. from
Purdue University in the spring
of 2004. He and his wife, Jennifer
Brandon ('92), have a daughter.
(1410 Bluebird Hill Drive, Magnolia, AR 71753)
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Darren Irby has been named one
ofTen Outstanding Young Americans for 2004 by the U.S. Junior

worked at home raising their six children,
all born in a 10-year span. Even with her
hands full, she once found time to drag
race the family Mustang against a
Corvette. She won .
When the time came fo r Jim to retire,
he decided, "I didn 't want to sit down
and vegetate. " His first task was a oneyear trip for Ford, showcasing various
models of the Mustang around the country. Ruth accompanied Jim on the trip,
and with both of them working as many
as 20 hours a day during the first month,
Ford agreed to pay Ruth's expenses. It is
with this same gusto they approach service to others.
The Maxwell's combination of gifts allows them be an effective team in numerous capacities, includi ng building up
their home congregation in Atlanta,
Mich. While Jim's outgoing nature lends
him to leadership positions, Ruth's artistic talents and introspection enable her
to mentor and counsel others. Together
they helped begin a local food and clothing ministry in which the whole community is now involved , serving as many as
95 families a month .
In recent years, they have worked with
the Shults-Lewis Children's Home in

Chamber (Jaycees). Vice president of public relations for the
national American Red Cross,
Irby is the youngest vice president in the organization's 123year history. As such, he directs
57 worldwide employees and
more than 2,000 volunteers . Irby
and his wife, Julie, have a son.
(2811 Cameron Road, Falls
Church, VA 22042)

1994

Autumn Bowen Heinselman received the Outstanding M.A.T.
Student Award for 2003-2004 in
reading. Her husband, Brent
('95) , is a real estate broker with
Signature Realty. (1743 Dogwood
Place, Jacksonville, FL 32210)
Darin Martin received his Ed.D.
in educational administration in
July 2004 from Oklahoma State
University. He is now teaching
principal at Osage Hills School in
Bartlesville. He and his wife, Jill
Cushman ('94), have two children.

northwest Indiana, where Jim served on
the boa rd. As a result of their relationship with Shults-Lewis, they met and
joined the Sojourne rs, a group of selfsupporting retired Christians who travel
by RV around the United States and
Canada serving congregations in various
capacities: leadership training, personal
evangelism, building repairs and improvements, and a host of other spiritual and
physical services.
"Everyday things are easier to meet
with a positive attitude," Ruth says of
the personal encouragement and growth
received from sojourns. "It's a lingering
effect ... and it boosts worship ."
Along with their ministries, the
Maxwells are involved in many community organizations and spend time with
their 11 (plus one on the way) grandchildren, most of whom live within a 100mile radius.
This October, they will return to Searcy ·
for Jim's 50-year class reunion . What
they will find is a campus that has refused to be complacent and has instead
sought challenges and explored new avenues, resulting in a vibrant atmosphere
of learning - much like the Maxwells
themselves. H
- Jennifer Lashley

(515 Crestland, Bartlesville, OK
74006)

2001

1995

Reunion ,,t homecot>rhg 2005
Jason Carter is serving overseas
with the U.S. Army Reserve. His
wife, Laura Macfarland ('94) , is a
self-employed graphic designer.
They have a daughter. (1501 Bridle Lane, Chapel Hill, TN 37034)

Ciara Gary works as a project
manager for JPMorgan Chase in
Wilmington, Del. (831 Brandywine Drive, Bear, DE 19701)
Josh Kasinger is worship minister at Sugar Grove Church of
Christ. His wife is Whitney Mills
('03). (2011 Mound Lake Drive,
Richmond, TX 77469)

1996

2002

Chris Kelley and his wife,
Alessandra, are working in
Buenos Aires as missionaries .
(Bauness 2160, 4D, Buenos
Aires, Argentina)
Dena Ailes Laverty earned her
second free car as a Mary Kay
sales director. She and her husband, Eric, have a daughter.
(17210 Puntledge Drive, Noblesville, IN 46062)

Timothy Anderson is a civil affairs
specialist with the U.S . Army
serving in Iraq. (2834 Pleasant
Ave., Hamilton, OH 45015)
Laura Easterly works for the U.S.
Office of Personnel Management
as a special investigator. (5720
Del Paz Drive, Colorado Springs,
co 80918)
Jamie Hutches is working for the
airport in Eugene, Ore., while
working on his commercial
pilot's license. (3446 Kinsrow

2000
Reunion at Homecoming 2005
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Jerry and Fern Hill receive top alumni award for 2004
lumni awards highlighted Homecoming's
annual Black and Gold Banquet Oct. 22.
Jerry and Fern (Pasley) Hill, the recipients of the 2004 Distinguished Alumni
Award, have devoted their lives to young
people. They raised five sons, and in their
48 years of marriage, the couple has been
foster parents to more than 50 children.
This pair's greatest labor of love is
Timothy Hill Children's Ranch in Riverhead, N.Y., a work they began in 1976. It
is the first and only boys home supported
by churches of Christ in the Northeast.
Named for their son, Timothy, who died in
1972, the 70-acre ranch supports 29 boys
and staff. The working farm with horses
and a 10,000-foot greenhouse provides
vocational training, campus beautification,
financial support for the boys, and income
ta the ranch. Jerry served as executive director from 1978 until 2001 and continues
to serve as director of development.
Jerry and Fern attended the University
from 1955-57, and Jerry received a bachelor of arts degree in English with minors

in Bible and educa·
tion. From 1961-65,
he attended the
Graduate School of Religion in Memphis,
Tenn.
Their love for young people is obvious.
Fern conducts "Train Up a Child" workshops for young mothers, conducts stafftraining classes for child care workers,
and teaches the popular Zig Zigler "I Can"
course to adolescents. Before founding
the Ranch, Jerry directed a youth chorus
in Columbia, Tenn., and Mobile, Ala.,
when he served as a minister. They have
both worked with youth in camps, Bible
classes, campaigns and mission trips.
The couple received the Distinguished
Service Award at the 2003 Christian Child
and Family Service Association annual
conference in New York City. Fern frequently hosts a television program called
"Focus on Truth -Special Edition for
Women" and has written a book titled
Graduation to Glory, which is in its sixth
printing. All proceeds from the book support Timothy Hill Children's Ranch. Jerry

Jerry and Fern Hill receive the 2004 Distinguished Alumni Award from Alumni Association
President Tommy Bush.
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has received the Jefferson Award for public service, as well as Christian Service
Awards from Blue Ridge Family Encampment, Northeastern Christian College and
Ohio Valley College.
The biography of Alex and Kari
(Keesling) Aziamov, the 2004 Outstanding Young Alumni Award winners, would
not be complete if it did not include their
Harding love story: a series of right-place,
right-time scenarios, culminating with
their meeting in the American Heritage
Center elevator on a 30-second ride to
the Advancement Office.
Kari Keesling graduated from the University in 1992 and moved to Texas to
work. In the meantime, Alex Aziamov was
packing his bags to leave Russia to come
to the University. He had been attending
Moscow State Technical University and
working part time for World Vision International, a Christian relief organization.
While Alex was helping a group of American donors unload trucks filled with food
and supplies for the poor, he met Calvin
Howe, a friend of the University, who offered Alex the opportunity to attend.
In the fall of 1993, he began classes.
The translation process - from English to
Russian back to English - was challenging, but he quickly adapted and even won
a Jo Cleveland creative writing contest in

Alex and Kari Aziamov
Outstanding Young Alumni 2004

Khalil Jahshan

Don Mclaughlin

the essay category. Meanwhile, in 1995,
Kari returned to the University to work in
the Alumni Office. Alex was working part
time in the American Heritage Center setting up tables and chairs and vacuuming
the floors. Their elevator encounter soon
sparked a relationship.
After graduating from the College of
Business Administration in 1996, Alex received the master's degree in international business from the University of
South Carolina. The couple married in
1997 and soon moved to New Jersey for
Alex's MBA internship at Merck & Co. Inc.,
where Kari was also able to work. Upon
Alex's graduation, they moved to Plano,
Texas, where he began his work as a financial analyst at Electronic Data Systems. Once again, Kari also found
employment with the same company.
Alex is currently a senior financial analyst for Cisco Systems Inc., supporting a
large piece of the company's business in
18 states. Kari cares for their two sons,
Jakob and Nikolas, who will graduate with
their respective bachelor of business administration degrees from the University
in 2022 and 2024, according to their parents' calculation.
The family lives in McKinney, Texas,
and worships at Pitman Creek Church of
Christ in Plano. Alex and Kari both help
teach children's classes; he helps with an
adult class, and she is active in the
women's ministry.
Khalil Jahshan ('72) was recognized
as Outstanding Alumnus by the College of
Arts and Humanities. He is executive director of Pepperdine University's Washington, D. C., Internship Program. He
formerly served as the executive vice
president of the American-Arab Anti-Discrimination Committee, the largest Arab-

Brant Bryan

Lois Lawson

American civil rights organization in the
United States. He also served as director
of its government affairs affiliate, NAAAADC, and as vice president of the American Committee on Jerusalem. He
continues to speak abroad often on behalf
of Arab-American relations.
Don Mclaughlin ('83), recipient of the
College of Bible and Religion's Outstanding Alumnus Award, is the pulpit minister
for North Atlanta Church of Christ in Atlanta. He has served in this position since
1997 and previously served with churches
in Anderson, Ind., and Byesville, Ohio. In
addition to his pulpit ministry, he speaks
at conferences around the country for
university students and youth, as well as
at congregations and lectureships.
Mclaughlin has also written many studies
and guides for outreach and leadership
training. His first book, Heaven in the
Real World, was published in 1997 by
Howard Publishing.
Brant Bryan ('77) was the College of
Business Administration's selection for
the Outstanding Alumnus Award. He is an
independent investor; partner in Eligius
Holding Company, LLC; a founding principal of CRESA Partners Capital Markets; and
a principal of Fairways Equities. During
his 17 years at The Staubach Co., he
served as president of the financial services division from 1996 to 2001, was appointed to the company's executive
committee in 1996, and was on the investment committee from 1999 to 2001.
Brant, who lives in Dallas, serves on the
Dean's Advisory Council for the College of
Business Administration, the University
Builders Circle, and the President's Council.
Lois Lawson ('59) was named Outstanding Alumnus by the College of Education. She taught third grade at Harding

Ruth Cole

Lundy Neely

Academy in Searcy for 31 years. In 1981
she was awarded the University's Distinguished Service Award. Lawson also
taught a first-grade Bible class at College
Church of Christ in Searcy for 45 years.
Since her retirement from the Academy in
1985, she has worked three afternoons
each week distributing clothing to those
in need at His House, a benevolence center operated by College Church of Christ.
Ruth Elizabeth Cole, named an honorary graduate in 1993 by the College of
Nursing, received its Outstanding Alumnus
Award. She conducted the self-study and
wrote the report for the National League
for Nursing accreditation of the College of
Nursing from 1978-1980. A professor
emeritus from Murray State University in
Kentucky, she also developed its nursing
program and established a hospice program at Murray-Callaway County Hospital.
She served in the U.S. Navy Nurse Corps
in World War II and was recalled for duty
during the Korean War through the Navy
Reserves.
Lundy Neely ('71) was honored with
the Outstanding Alumnus Award from the
College of Sciences. He is the president
and CEO of Crown Solutions Inc., the
parent company of Crown Engineering,
Crown Environmental Group Inc. and
Crown Equipment Systems. After working
in management positions for John Deere
and Betz Laboratories, Neely founded
Crown Engineering, an engineering
company dedicated to solutions for waterrelated problems in general industry.
Crown Solutions Inc. expanded into environmental engineering in 1991 and began
manufacturing high-purity water systems
the next year. Neely serves on the
University Builders Circle and the President's Council. H
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Ave., #100, Eugene, OR 97401)
Cynthia Nickels works for Pricewaterhouse Coopers LLP performing audits of the federal
government. (2430 27th CourtS.,
#108, Arlington, VA 22206)
Trey Talley is a youth minister for
Mission Viejo Church of Christ.
His wife, Paige Fairley ('01),
graduated from physical therapy
school. (24509 Los Alisos Blvd.,
#201, Laguna Hills, CA 92653)

2004
Jonathan Holland is a teaching
assistant while working on his
Ph.D. in the Electrical and Computer Engineering Department at
North Carolina State University.
His wife, Heather Lacey ('02), is a
personnel assistant there. (2620
Sterling Park Drive, Raleigh, NC
27603)

Marriages
David Angel ('98) to Elizabeth
Garner ('96), Feb. 23, 2002.
(13616 Woodbrook Drive, Little
Rock, AR 72211)
Dena Jones ('00) to Adam Moore,

rWHERE

May 5, 2003. (1040 S. Court
Drive, Duluth, GA 30096)
Tammy Altom ('97) to Daniel Talburt, Dec. 20, 2003. (110 N.
Cherry, #3, Harrison, AR 72601)
Brandon York ('03) to Lindsay Leupold ('03), March 6, 2004. (125
S.W. Campus Drive, #1-301, Federal Way, WA 98023)
Jeff Krinks ('98) to Kara Adcox,
May 29, 2004. (709 Winter Court,
Nashville, TN 37211)
Jake Kirby ('04) to Jamie Kulild
('02), June 5, 2004. Jake is a premed student at the University of
Mary Hardin-Baylor, and Jamie is
in her third year of Texas A&M
medical school. (3010 Ira Young
Drive, #306, Temple, TX 76504)
Mark Rodriguez ('93) to Lorie
Hood, June 5, 2004. Mark is a
youth and family minister. (1332
N.W. Cherry, Lawton, OK 73507)
Beth Roberts ('98) to Scott Beard,
June 12, 2004. (134 E. University
Parkway, Jackson, TN 38305)
Jordan Powell ('04) to Kimberlee
Cox ('04), June 19, 2004. (3839
Briargrove Lane, #4207, Dallas,
TX 75287)

Walker Schul ('93) to Michelle
Johns ('01), June 26, 2004. (556
Michele Drive, Antioch, TN
37013)
Joe Boyle ('96) to Amanda
Chancey, July 10, 2004. Joe is an
attorney with Strasburger and
Price, LLP. (1411 W. 26th St.,
Houston, TX 77008)
Ben Carrigan ('03) to Amy Tittle
('01), July 31, 2004. (301 N.
Clinic, #1, Searcy, AR 72143)
Megan Barnett ('99) to Ken Geon,
Aug. 7, 2004. (1480 Gulf Blvd.,
#701, Clearwater Beach, FL 33767)
Jennifer Holt ('00) to Jason Bussell, Aug. 14, 2004. (2120 Lebanon Park, #107, Nashville, TN
37210)
Jennifer Mayfield ('96) to Robert
Heichel, Aug. 21, 2004. (1535
Angelwood Drive, Mansfield, OH
44903)
Christine Bertolani ('98) to
Shawn Smith, Sept. 25, 2004.
(1150 E. Herndon Ave., #140,
Fresno, CA 93720)
Beth Luallen ('97) to Chad Reagan, Sept. 25, 2004. (135 Guinn
Court, Bowling Green, KY 42101)

Melissa Owen ('98) to Justin
Harle, Sept. 25, 2004. (15899 S.W.
Baler Way, Sherwood, OR 97140)
Rita Boudra ('99) to Robert
Krysiak, Oct. 2, 2004. (601 Jones
Ferry Road, J-12, Carrboro, NC
27510)
Thomas M. Anderson ('97) to Lisa
Rettig Huntsman ('96), Oct. 9,
2004. Tom is a bailiff in the courthouse serving as a deputy sheriff
for Los Angeles County Sheriff's
Department. Lisa is in her seventh year as a second-grade
teacher for Colton Unified School
District. (16366 Citrustree Road,
Whittier, CA 90603)
Jennifer Burton ('00) to Ryan
Hanson, Oct. 9, 2004. (260 Foster
St., #2, Brighton, MA 02135)
Jacob Eby ('97) to Erica Russel,
Oct. 30, 2004. (6105 Bluestone
Road, Atlanta, GA 30328)

Births
To Douglas and Lisa Madeley
('95) Martin, a daughter, Emily
Rose, Oct. 27, 2002. (311 Avon
Drive, Arlington, TX 76015)

ARE THEY NOW? ... KRISTY ROLLMANN SHELTON
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Keeping the physical in education
Thanks to Kristy Shelton, October is
physical fitness month at Greater Atlanta
Christian School. During this month, all
students, teachers and administrators
walk or run a mile on Wednesday and
focus on developing healthy
habits.
But the emphasis on wellness extends 'beyond one
month. While shortages of
funds and teachers have
done away with physical
education in many schools,
Shelton and her GACS colleagues work to instill in their
students a lifelong habit of respect
and care for their bodies.
Wellness is a practice familiar to Shelton since her own days as a student. She
brought her love of sports with her to the
University, beginning as athletic director
of Kappa Phi social club her freshman
year, where she participated in intramural
softball, volleyball, basketball and track.
After completing her bachelor's in physical education, she earned her master's
degree from the University of Arkansas and
Harding I
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then moved to the Atlanta area, where she
has coached and taught for 23 years.
Her love of sports extends into her
whole family. Her husband, Cliff ('79), is
the ninth-grade health teacher and baseball coach at GACS; her son, Ty, runs
cross country; and her daughter,
Alex, plays volleyball.

During her tenure, she has coached
both slow- and fast-pitch softball and
basketball. Currently she is working to
develop the school's volleyball program,
now in its seventh season. Last October,
she was named Area 7-AA Coach of the
Year by her volleyball colleagues and
guided the team to its first appearance in
the state sectional tournament. As important as state championships are, she
says, "To me, coaching is about relationships. Not just for the years the students
are here, but for life."
In addition to enjoying athletics, she
believes in fitness not only for the physical benefits, but also because she says,
research has proven that "kids who are
physically fit do better in school."
Most importantly though, is the relationship between physical well-being and
spiritual health, which Shelton shares
openly with her 360 third- through fifthgrade students. "I talk to the kids and tell
them their body is the only one they're
going to get," she says. "We honor God by
the way we take care of it." H
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-jennifer Lashley
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To Derek ('93) and Julie Gardner
('94) Miller, a son, Johnathan,
March 21, 2003. They also have a
daughter, Hannah. (151 Minges
Creek Place, Battle Creek, MI
49015)
To Nathan and Rachel Simpson
('99) Freeman, a daughter, Kamryn Elaine, March 24, 2003. (2411
Dublin Court, Orange Park, FL
32065)
To Keith ('94) and Michele Regauld ('95) Kilmer, a daughter,
McKenzie Lynn, April?, 2003.
They also have a son, Clay. They
returned to the United States
after five years as missionaries in
Santiago, Chile. Keith serves as
pulpit minister for League Street
Church of Christ in Sulphur
Springs, Texas. (1801 Woodbridge Drive, Sulphur Springs,
TX 75482)
To John ('98) and Wendy Horn
('99) Haustein, a son, Jacob, April
29, 2003. They also have a daughter, Meagan. John is owner of
BKA Construction. (1721 Oak
Cove Drive, Soddy Daisy, TN
37379)
To Jon ('90) and Samantha Rice
('92) Murray, a daughter, Gracie
Jane, May 16, 2003. They also have
a son, Jonah. Samantha earned a
Ph.D. in strategic management
from Mississippi State University
in August 2003. (741 Lytle Shores
Drive, Abilene, TX 79602)
To Trey and Angie Beach ('94)
Reed, a daughter, Abigail Grace,
May 29, 2003. (133 Plumdale
Drive, Sherwood, AR 72120)
To Chris and Heather Wilson
('97) Carroll, a son, Elijah Wilson,
Aug. 1, 2003. They also have a
daughter, Monterey. (48/17 Sor4
Boon Tarik Village, Sukaphiban 5
Road, M3, Ah Nguhn, Sai Mai,
Bangkok, 10220, Thailand)
To Vince ('01) and Amanda
Nicholson ('00) Strine, a daughter, Daisy Elizabeth, Sept. 18,
2003. Vince is a teacher and
coach at Hall County Schools and
was nominated for Who's Who
Among Teachers in 2004. Amanda
is a reading specialist for Hall
County Schools. (2484 Venture
Drive, Gainesville, GA 30506)
To Kevin and Reynda Pratt ('98)
Allen, a daughter, Maggie Ruth,
Nov. 1, 2003. (6809 Lookout
Drive, Fort Smith, AR 72916)
To David ('96) and Becky Henniger ('97) Reeves, a son, Gabriel
Nathan, Nov. 7, 2003. They have
two other children, Elijah and
Hannah. They are missionaries
to the Kabiye in Togo. (B.P. 802,
Kara, Togo)

PROFILE: RYAN MEYERS
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He loves to debate
Ryan Meyers has covered a lot of ground in the
two years since he received his law degree
from the University of Chicago.
He began with a clerkship with Judge Morris Arnold of the 8th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals. There he worked on a case involving the
National Environmental Protection Act, as well
as several cases dealing with constitutional issues.
As an associate in the Washington, D.C., office of Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher since 2003,
Meyers works in the litigation practice group.
"Within that broad category, I tend to do a
fair amount of securities work and appellate
litigation," he says. "But really, I am free to
work on any matter that sounds interesting."
Lately that includes representing a gubernatorial candidate from Puerto Rico in an election recount. He says there are several issues
that are similar to those presented in Bush v.
Gore, in which his firm represented President
Bush. Meyers recently helped write two emergency briefs on behalf of the Puerto Rican
client that were filed in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the First Circuit. "This litigation is
extremely fast-paced and exciting, and the experience is great," he says.
To Steve ('94) and Laura Richardson ('94) Bennett, a son, Daniel
Lee, Nov. 20, 2003. They have two
other sons, Joshua and Caleb.
(4903 Bradley, Texarkana, AR
71854)
To Justin ('00) and Shauri Taskey
('01) Phillips, a son, Jace Wade,
Jan. 28, 2004. (216 Plainview Circle, North Little Rock, AR 72116)
To Rodney and Paula Ellis ('00)
Britt, a daughter, Hailey Kristin,
Feb. 11, 2004. (2809 N. Divis
Ave., Bethany, OK 73008)
To Brandon and Heidi Burkham
('96) Baker, a son, Mason Brandon, March 2, 2004. They also
have a daughter, Emma. (110
Colony Court, Walkersville, MD
21793)
To Jonathan ('95) and Valarie
Senn, a daughter, Jordan Elizabeth, March 3, 2004. They also
have a son, Jonathan. (122 Walton Trace S., Hendersonville, TN
37075)
To Joey ('01) and Emily Montandon ('01) Myers, a daughter, Riley
Kay, March 23, 2004. (39 Robbye
Lane, Searcy, AR 72143)

Fast paced and exciting also describe life in
the beltway. "The
biggest difference between practicing in D.C.
and in other cities is
simply the sheer volume
of attorneys who are

Ryan Meyers

attracted to this city because of the government. As compared to most other cities, much
of the law that is practiced here relates in
some way to a government agency. For instance, occasionally I am asked to attend congressional or agency hearings and report on
those meetings to interested clients."
Helping clients is what drew Meyers into
the legal profession. "I enjoy the problemsolving aspect of the law: being presented
with a set of challenging facts and finding a
creative argument that eventually prevails," he
says. "I also love to argue and debate; my wife
would say a little too much."
Professionally, though, that mentality has
served him well thus far. ''I've been very fortunate with how my career has started, and I
just want to keep working hard on improving
my legal skill set." H
-April D. Fatula

To Denton ('98) and Cari Rodgers
('98) Harris, a son, Wyatt Dean,
April1, 2004. (28 Briar Patch
Court, Little Rock, AR 72211)
To Joseph ('96) and Tasha Moss
('93) Walker, a son, Richard
"Rick," April13, 2004. They also
have a daughter, Darby. Joseph is
athletic director at Brentwood
Christian School in Austin,
Texas, and Tasha is a homemaker. (1623 Hueco Mountain
Trail, Round Rock, TX 78664)
To Graham ('99) and Heather
Pogue ('99) Sutherlin, a daughter,
Evelyn Rose, April27, 2004. They
have two other children, LilliAnn
and Grayson. Graham works at
Anthem Blue Cross Blue Shield
as an actuary, and Heather is a
homemaker. (760 Boundary
Road, Steep Falls, ME 04085)
To James ('94) and Jina Anderson
('95) O'Clair, a daughter, Molly
Ann, May 6, 2004. They also have
a son, Tyler. (104 Moss Hill
Court, Calera, AL 35040)
To Jason ('97) and Kelly McBride
('93) Ward, a daughter, Ivy
Brynne, May 13, 2004. They have
two other daughters, Emma

Grace and Aiden Mae. (3386 Iron
Bridge, Lakeland, TN 38002)
To Jason and Jennifer Evans ('99)
Paltjon, a son, Ethan Michael,
May 21, 2004. They have another
son, Evan. (P.O. Box 92, Winona,
TX 75792)
To Allen ('99) and Melody Colyer
('99) Cox, a daughter, Aria June,
June 6, 2004. (2526 N.E. 195th
St., #2, Lake Forest Park, WA
98155)
To Jason and Allison Rector ('97)
Isbell, a son, Levi Fraley, June 12,
2004. (235 W. 108th St., #61, New
York, NY 10025)
To Brian ('99) and Kendra Buck
('99) Caffey, a son, Bryson Oswald, June 16, 2004. (2501 Daisy
Lane, Fort Worth, TX 76111)
To Brent and Peyton Crouse ('00)
Sexton, a daughter, Emma Claire,
June 16, 2004. (215 Wofford
Creek Lane, Baldwin, GA 30511)
To Zack ('95) and Angie Baskett
('94) Wesley, a son, Nathan
Phillip, June 18, 2004. They also
have a daughter, Jenna. (3005
Tilden St., Houston, TX 77025)
To Bryan and Janet Brown ('89)
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Byrd, a daughter, Emily Marie,
June 23, 2004. They have a son,
Daniel. (12212 Otsego St., Valley
Village, CA 91607)
To Cary ('85) and Zhatoslava
Daniel, a son, Robert Nikolas,
June 23, 2004. Cary practices
dentistry at Southwind Family
Dentistry in Memphis, Tenn.,
and Zhatoslava is a student at the
Graduate School of Religion. (200
Home Place, Collierville, TN
38017)
To Justin ('99) and Katie Cranford
('99) Lawson, a son, Grant
Thomas, June 26, 2004. They
have another son, Isaiah. (908
Holmes Road, Searcy, AR 72143)
To Todd and Kathy Hodges ('94)
Matherly, a daughter, Emma
Grace, June 27, 2004. (503 S.E.
Fullerton, Bentonville, AR 72712)
To Travis and Shannon Handley
('00) Sayre, a son, Nolan, July 2,
2004. (1905 Orange Ave., #1804,
Redlands, CA 92373)
To Christopher ('96) and Heather
Pierce ('98) Black, a daughter,
Bethany, July 4, 2004. They have
three other children, Rebecca,
Andrew and Lydia. (1 Keneson
St., Billerica, MA 01821)
To Steve ('92) and Tara Hall ('94)
Bunner, a son, Isaac Jonathan,
July 8, 2004. They also have a
daughter, Madison, (2839
Castlerea Drive, Murfreesboro,
TN 37128)
To Ryan ('96) and Carla Tipton
('93) Sumner, a daughter, Anna
Claire, July 9, 2004. They have
two other children, John and
Lexi. (1103 Wingate Drive, West
Memphis, AR 72301)
To Brad and Laura Miller ('99)
Davis, a daughter, Kiley Madison,
July 14, 2004. They also have a
son, Jared. (P.O. Box 593, Judsonia, AR 72081)
To Patrick ('00) and Amy Thornton ('99) Bewley, a daughter,
Camille Renee, July 21, 2004.
(4725 Glenmere Road, North Little Rock, AR 72116)
To Roy and Tonya Busby ('86)
Roberts, a son, Seth Abrahm,
July 21, 2004. They have four
other sons, Daniel, Jonah, Aaron
and Eli. (293 Levee Road, Proctor,
AR 72376)
To Dean and Kim Meadows ('95)
Burrell, a son, Andrew Whittington (Whit), July 30, 2004. (10149
Oak Run Drive S., Olive Branch,
MS 38654)
To Andrew ('93) and Kathryn
Pipes ('96) McKinney, a daughter,
Emmalyn Elon, Aug. 4, 2004.
They have two other children,
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FOCUS ON THE FUTURE

One purpose- three paths
By D . MARK MooRE, director ofplanned giving
Let me tell you about three students who were able to attend
the University because of people Like you choosing to make a
difference.
Chad was accepted to Harding but was very concerned
about his financial ability to start and complete his college
career. Chad needed scholarship help! Based on his academic
achievement and financial need, he received a
scholarship from an endowed scholarship fund
that was established by a couple during their
lifetimes. They are experiencing the joy of seeing income from the endowment provide scholarships to students Like Chad.
Another qualified applicant, Kerri, was conD. Mark Moore cerned about going deeply into debt to attend
the University. She was awarded an endowed scholarship created several years ago by a couple who partially funded it during their lifetimes, but fully funded it through their estate
planning. The couple was not able to fully fund the endowed
scholarship while Living because of their own financial situation. Through estate planning, however, they fully funded the
scholarship upon their deaths, which provided help to Kerri.
Kyle was the recipient of a scholarship endowed by a widow
who had a strong desire to help needy students but simply
could not fund a scholarship during her Lifetime. In fact, she
needed increased income during her life. As her Low-yi elding
COs matured, she secured charitable gift annuities through the
University (see chart for
sample rat es), providi ng
the increased inco me s he
Single Life
Two lives.
needed . When s he died,
the balance of her an nuAge
Rqte
Age
Rate
65
fi.O
65/6'5 5.6
ities was used to e ndow a
70
6.6
70{1_0 5·.9
scholarship fu nd, which
7'5/1;5 6.3'
75
7.1
provided Kyle his schola r·80
8.0
80/80 6.9
s hi p this year.
These three examples show how endowed scholarships
work. The University invests endowment gifts and uses the
earnings to help students. They are gifts that continually give.
One purpose - three paths. If you feel we can assist you
on your path, please contact us at 1-800-477-4312 or endowment@harding.edu. H
Malare and Ryan. (146 S.E. Mojave Way, Lake City, FL 32025)
To John ('96) and Kimberly Gulley ('97) Roberts, a daughter, Lily
Joy, Aug. 12, 2004. They also have
two sons, Jackson and Sean. (356
Lower Sharon Road, Sharon, TN
38255)
To Todd ('98) and Rebekah Bradley
('97) Mullins, a son, Dawson Eli,
Aug. 16, 2004. They have another
son, Connor. Todd is the art
director for Union University,

and Rebekah is a part-time nurse.
(14 Chestnut Cove, Oakfield, TN
38362)
To J.D. ('02) and Meg Wiewora
('02) Eddins, a daughter, Gabriella
Grace, Aug. 18, 2004. (2115 Caleb
Drive, Searcy, AR 72143)
To Jay and Laura Pitman ('97)
King, a daughter, Maya Makenzie, Aug. 18, 2004. (3361 31st St.,
#4, San Diego, CA 92104)
To Joshua ('01) and Kimberly
Fincher ('00) Osborne, a son, Pax-

ton Daniel, Aug. 23, 2004. Joshua
was promoted to assistant vice
president of Atlanta Business
Bank. (1415 Evers Walk,
Lawrenceville, GA 30043)
To Scott ('96) and Diadra McGregor ('94) Harnden, a son, Blane
Caleb, Aug. 24, 2004. They have
two other sons, Zac and Seth.
(13266 W. Pinyon, Boise, ID
83713)
To Chris and Adrienne Lawrence
('99) McKinney, a son, Kaleb
Brecken, Aug. 24, 2004. They have
another son, Avery. (6810 Silver
Oak Drive, Tulsa, OK 74107)
To David and Denise Alexander
('87) Runk, a daughter, Claudette
Ellen, Aug. 31, 2004. They also
have a son, Alex. (25691 Pacific
Crest Drive, Mission Viejo, CA
92692)
To Christoph and Karin Springer
('97) Kuendig, a daughter, Alicia
Grace, Sept. 6, 2004. (Bernstrasse
61, 3018 Bern, Switzerland)
To Marlin ('93) and Tracy White
('94) Williams, twin daughters,
Millie Taylor and Sophie Dylan,
Sept. 7, 2004. (2508 Buckner
Ave., Tupelo, MS 38801)
To Jay and Carolyn Holmes ('94)
Macinnes, a daughter, Sophie
Grace, Sept. 13, 2004, by adoption. She was born June 8, 2003,
in Bryansk, Russia. (4949
Turquoise Circle, Colorado
Springs, CO 80917)
To Logan and Elizabeth Butler
('00) Heeke, a son, Garrett James,
Sept. 17, 2004. (523 E. Third St.,
Berwick, PA 18603)
To Chase and Marli Elliott ('98)
Tucker, a daughter, Abigail Grace,
Sept. 17, 2004. They have another
daughter, Emma. (1615 Buckhorn Circle, Conway, AR 72034)
To Todd ('95) and Georgia Crowson ('96) Wolfe, a daughter,
Nicole Georgia, Sept. 17, 2004.
They have two other children,
Daniel and Anna. (701 N. Pine,
Searcy, AR 72143)
To Brian and Karen Martin ('92)
Hajicek, a son, Mark, Sept. 20,
2004. They have two other sons,
Justin and Grant. (4604 Royal
Lytham, Columbia, MO 65203)
To Trey ('99) and Carmen Hendrix
('00) Clark, a daughter, Ava
Collen, Sept. 21, 2004. (129 Chambard Drive, Maumelle, AR 72113)
To Mike ('96) and Stacey Haywood ('95) Stephens, a daughter,
Kenzie Shae, Sept. 24, 2004. (61
Ouachita Drive, Maumelle, AR
72113)
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EVENTS

FEBRUARY
24
ASI speaker J.C. Watts

25-26
WINGS conference

MARCH
6-12
Spring recess

24-26
Youth Forum and Spring Sing

25-26
President's Council meeting

APRIL
21
ASI speaker Paul Harvey

MAY
14
Spring graduation

16-31
Intersession

Rivers, Sept. 29, 2004. They also
have a son, J.D. (Harding University, Box 12281, Searcy, AR 72143)
To Bert ('97) and Ruth Johnson, a
daughter, Shenae, Oct. 11, 2004.
They also have a son, Emmanuel.
(1826 S. Windsor, Wichita, KS
67218)
To Nathan ('99) and Jennifer
McCoy ('99) Walters, a son, Kisor
Paul, Oct. 21, 2004. Nathan is a
sales professional with Marsh
U.S.A., and Jennifer is a homemaker. (7456 Dalwhinnie Trail,
Cordova, TN 38018)
To Matt and Brenda Pressler ('98)
Sprague, a son, Nathan, Oct. 25,
2004. Brenda is a homemaker,
and her husband, Matt, is the
minister for Cornersville Church
of Christ. (321 N. Main St., Cornersville, TN 37047)
To Alex ('00) and Kerri Kaegi ('01)
Behel, a son, Houston Alexander,
Nov. 27, 2004. They also have a
daughter, Annie. Alex works for
Crews and Associates Inc. as an
investment representative, and
Kerri is a homemaker. (188 Ki Ke
Acres Road, Searcy, AR 72143)

16-July 29
Extended Session

JUNE
6-July 1
Summer I

6-July 29
Eight-week Session

11-16
Uplift Session I

16-17
Summer Experience I

18-23
Uplift Session II

24-}uly 8
Honors Symposium I

25-30
Uplift Session III

JULY
1-15
Honors Symposium II

5- 2 9
Summer II

8-22
Honors Symposium III

For a complete list of events
and contact information, go to
www.harding.edufcalendar.

Passages
Carl Ray McCourt ('51), 76, died
May 21, 2004. He served in the
Occupation Army at the end of
World War II in Japan. He spent
his career in aircraft, most recently with Bell Helicopter. He is
survived by a daughter, Carla
Hardin; a stepson, Sonny Howell; a stepdaughter, Linda Martin;
a sister, Bonnie Berg; and a
granddaughter.
George Hobby ('66), 60, died May
25, 2004, from brain cancer. He
was born Nov. 24, 1943, in Livingston, N. Rhodesia (Zambia).
He received his medical degree
from the University of Arkansas
Medical School. He was a veteran
who served in the U.S. Navy
from 1969-1974 and practiced
family medicine in Paragould
from 1977-1998. He then joined
the Family Medical Center in
Corning, Ark., where he worked
until February 2004. He was a
member of Hillcrest Church of
Christ, where he was an elder.
Survivors include his wife of38
years, Priscilla Baker Hobby ('65);
his mother, Georgia Hobby ('38);
two sons, Christopher ('92) and
Jonathan ('94); two brothers,
David ('62) and Kenneth ('69); a
sister, Anita Mitchell ('66); and
five grandchildren. (2208 Barnhill Road, Paragould, AR 72450)
Pat Young ('57), 68, died Sept. 9,

2004. She retired from Harding
University after 42 years in the
business office,
serving as assistant to the vice
president of finance at her retirement in
1998. A lifelong
resident of
Searcy, she was a member of
Downtown Church of Christ. She
is survived by a sister, Johnice
Hearn ('56). (612 Pin Oak Drive,
Searcy, AR 72143)
Dwight Mowrer ('51), 75, died
Sept. 14, 2004, after a yearlong
battle with cancer. He was
serving as a minister for White
Rock Church of Christ in Dallas.
He also served churches in
Alabama, California, Georgia,
Massachusetts, Oklahoma and
Pennsylvania during his 55-year
career. He was an active educator,
serving as a teacher and administrator in private and public
schools. He is survived by his
wife of 54 years, Marcia; three
sons, Tony, Paul ('81) and Dana;
a brother, Max ('SO); and eight
grandchildren. (9906 El Patio,
Dallas, TX 75218)
Mack Greenway ('40), 85, died
Sept. 26, 2004. After graduation
he taught school briefly, then
joined the Navy the same month
as the attack on Pearl Harbor in
December 1941. He became a
lieutenant and was involved in
aviation rescue. He worked in
sales, primarily in carpet and
floor covering. He served as an
elder in two congregations of the
church of Christ in Texas. He is
survived by his wife of 64 years,
T. Rose Terry ('40); a son, Roy; a
daughter, Twala Taylor; a brother,
John ('41); a sister, Ruth Dethrow; six grandchildren; and
four great-grandchildren. (3917
Roanoke Drive, Garland, TX
75041)
Faith Allen ('74), 51, died Oct. 1,
2004. She worked for the Memphis Light, Gas and Water clivision in computer analysis and
was a member of Senatobia
Church of Christ. She is survived
by a half-brother, Mickey Allen.
Lena Hendrix, 19, died Oct. 16,
2004, from injuries sustained
in a four-wheeling accident
near Nashville,
Ark. She was a
sophomore pubLie relation
major and a member of the Honors College, Ko Jo Kai social club,

and the Petit jean staff. She is
survived by her parents, Kent and
Carol Hendrix; a brother, Clayton; and her grandparents, Bobbie Hendrix and Roland and
Wanda Bush. (604 E. Main St.,
Prescott, AR 71857)
Lavonne Thompson Ransom ('61),
67, died Nov. 2, 2004. She lived in
Coshocton, Ohio, and was a
member of the church of Christ.
She is survived by two daughters,
Robyn Crow ('84) and Amy
Rouse; a brother, Dwight Thompson ('62); and a sister, Ramona
Noland ('56).
Barbara Ellen Wright Moore ('78),
48, died Nov. 3, 2004, from cancer. She was a former missionary
to Zambia with
her husband,
Mark, teaching
English at
Namwianga
Christian Secondary School
from 1979-85.
After living in Dallas and
Phoenix, she returned to Searcy
in 1995, working with the Wilbur
Mills Cooperative as an early
childhood specialist and most recently at Curtis Kindergarten and
as a reading tutor. She performed
as one of the "Lemon Sisters" and
sang in the Holiday Lite Vocal
Ensemble. She was a member of
College Church of Christ and returned to Zambia for a Northreach Campaign. She is survived
by her husband of 26 years, Mark
('75); her mother, Ann Wright
('54); her son, Marcus ('02); two
daughters, Amanda and Lydia; a
brother, David Wright ('83); and
two sisters, Donna Baines ('74)
and Susan Dillard ('86). (104
Mark Lane, Searcy, AR 72143)
Samuel Albert Bell ('37), 91, died
Nov. 10, 2004. He was a member
of Preston Road Church of Christ
in Dallas for more than 50 years
and an employee at DuPont for
more than 30 years. During his
retirement he enjoyed volunteering at Central Dallas Ministries,
restoring antique furniture and
gardening. He is survived by his
wife of 61 years, Julia (Judy); a
brother, Bill ('41); a son, Al; a
daughter, Kathy Geisel; three
granddaughters; and two greatgrandsons. (6435 Orchid Lane,
Dallas, TX 75230)
Pamela Stevenson Miller ('74),
52, died Nov. 20, 2004. She is survived by her husband, David
('73); two sons, Phillip and David;
two daughters, Sarah and Kathy
Elrod; and two grandsons. (332
Yankee Road, Judsonia, AR 72081)
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Revolution:
BY

Putting a spin on getting started

MICHAEL JUSTUS

AT THIS MOMENT OUR YOUNGEST DAUGHTER, WHO GRADUATES THIS SPRING,
is poised on the high school launching pad waiting for liftoff them into our circle and encouraging them to see the
Like most concerned parents, my wife and I have attempted
brighter side oflife. However, the faster we rotate, the more
to program each of our three children with a flight plan delife becomes a blur.
signed to expand his or her universe in college.
Slow down. Participate in an activity each semester that
We have emphasized the "Big Bang Theory," which transstretches you to work with individuals outside your major
lated means we expect a big bang for every buck we spend on area of study. Volunteer to tutor a classmate who is lagging
their education. We have assured them, in spite of their misbehind. Sign up for an intramural sport you have never
givings, that the library is not a black hole; the exits are
played. Request a chapel seat by people you do not know.
clearly marked. And we have cautioned them repeatedly to
Moving at the speed oflight from one event to the next
pay attention to the extraterrestrial life forms that thrive belogs frequent flyer miles but few relationships.
neath dirty laundry.
4. Connect the stars to find the constellations.
I suppose most students would survive without our advice
With the exception of the Big Dipper, few constellations
on finances, literature and laundry. However, there are five
resemble their name. However, on a clear night with no disrevolutionary principles that make life on campus more satistractions, it is possible to morph those points oflight into
fying for everyone.
three-dimensional figures. It takes a broader look with a little
1. The universe does not revolve around me.
imagination to bring the bigger picture into focus.
Pulling into the dormitory parking lot for the first time
Similarly, what initially appear to be random general educreates an unforgettable sensation of weightless freedom
cation requirements combine to form a balanced undergradfrom the gravity of home. There is a rush attached to the illu- uate program. The unconventional approach of International
sion of being captain of the ship, king of the hill and master
Programs extends the classroom to satellite campuses
of the universe. But landing on campus is a reality check, and around the globe, and the independence of internships adds
the dimensions of a dormitory redefine the concept of space.
on-the-job training to any degree.
From the moment roommates claim drawers and shelves,
The options are infinite for customizing a personal acadethe need for mutual respect competes with the selfish desire
mic experience. It just takes a little imagination to see all the
to outwit, outlast and outplay.
possibilities and to make all the connections.
Territorial tendencies have to be tamed when living quar5. A star shines brightest in the darkest night.
ters are shared, and finding the common ground on which to
Homesickness. Unraveled relationships. Financial stress.
build tolerance takes effort. If possible, shift the pronouns
Job insecurity.
from "I" and "mine" to "we" and "our," and choose comproEven the smoothest flight through four years of college may
mise when it does not violate integrity or morality.
encounter turbulent times. But Jesus, the "bright Morning
When I decide to take one small step away from self-cenStar," can faithfully lead the way through the darkest night.
teredness, I have taken one giant leap for mankind.
In troubled times, stay connected with the local church.
2. Beware of an eclipse.
Participate in midweek Bible study. Volunteer to serve as
If your heart is set on a specific career, keep the dea mentor for children with single parents. Commit to
sired destination in view. The quickest way to lose
personal study of the Scripture for growth rather
your bearings is to let someone or some crisis move
than just a grade. Minimize the anxiety carried from
between you and your goal.
one day to the next with scheduled exercise, regular
When doubt dilutes conviction, ask "Why?" It is
meals and adequate sleep. Worry wears us down. It
, .._...
the question that powers up dialogue and debate.
immobilizes our immune system, and it paralyzes
Listen to advisers who have proven themselves worthy
our progress.
of trust, and seek direction from respected mentors.
There is no need to worry about whether the sun
Avoid influences that make you second-guess your aspiwill come up tomorrow. The Son rose almost
rations and convictions. When necessary, jettison the
2,000 years ago, and he is at the hub of misinfluences that steer you off course.
sion control.
If the point of reference remains in sight, perseLet the revolution begin.
verance will guide a struggling traveler home.
Copy that Houston. Over and out. H
3. Rotate at a reasonable speed.
The axis around which we spin determines our
Dr. Michael Justus ('74) is a family practice
attitude, and the slant we take on life makes us eiphysician at Searcy Medical Center and an
ther optimistic or cynical. A tilt toward the Son al, elder at College Church of Christ. His two oldest
lows us to warm up to those around us, drawing
children are graduates of the University.
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[Final Frame

An unexpected snowstorm
transforms the fron lawn into
a not-quite-perfect blanket of
white on De
ito view the
front lawn years ago, see
the relate story be£Jinning
on Page L4.

